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CHAPTER I 
NATURE .AND SCOPE OF PROBLEM 
Statement o:f the Problem 
This study is an attempt to determine statistically the 
value o:f the Differential Aptitude Tests in predicting suc-
cess or :failure in ninth grade English and general science 
in the Worcester and Newton junior high schools. The study 
is particularly pointed toward the :field or general science. 
Scope of the Study 
The study is done on 146 ninth grade students, 84 girls 
and 62 boys, in the Worcester and Newton junior high schools. 
Near the close o:f the 1950 - 1951 school year, thos~ students 
who had taken general science were given the Read General Sci-
ence Achievement Test. Teacherst marks were obtained for 
ninth grade English and general science, and correlations 
were run with Differential Aptitude Test raw scores (total 
battery and the 8 separate sub-tests), in order to ascertain 
which :factor or :factors predicted success in each subject. 
Correlations were also run between Differential Aptitude 
Test raw scores and Read General Science Achievement Test 
scores, both to provide a check on the consistency or mark-
-1-
ing by the teachers, and to provide a common basis for the 
relative ranking of all cases in at least one subject. 
J"ustifi cation of the Study 
Need for prognosis.-- Guidance workers, teachers, and 
administrative personnel are continually seeking better 
means of prognosis for educational and vocational purposes. 
The Differential Aptitude Tests attempt to provide, at least 
partially; some basis for reasonably accurate educational 
prognosis. They are not f'inal answers, nor are they one 
hundred percent accurate. Indeed, the authors, Seashore, 
Bennett, and Wesman, point out the need for further valida-
. . y 
tion studies. y 
2 
Eurich and Cain stress the need for adequate objective 
measures of abilities and interests and say: 
•••• newer practices involve a conception of' an ed-
ucati0nal system that will provide for a maximum devel-
opment of each child in ter.ms of a given body of' exper-
iences and capacities. This purpose cannot be accom-
plished without adequate techniques for determining the 
variety of interests and capacities that give promise 
for the Tuture. ·In the older programs it was possible 
to set up·a course of' study in terms of subject matter 
without n\uch re:tereri.ce to the child being taught. The 
newer programs are whollydependent upon the e:x:tent to 
which it is possible to look into the future to ascer-
tain which abilities are worth developing. In terms of' 
iJG.; K. Bennett, H. G. Seashore, and A. G~ Wesman, Differ- · 
ential Aptitude Tests Manual, The Psychological Corporat~on, 
New York, 1947, p. E-1 
~ -· ~ 
yw. S• Monroe, "Prognosis", Encyclopedia· of- Educational Re-
search, MacMillan Company, New York, 1941, p. 878. 
the trends in American education, educational prognosis 
is essential to the point of determining the nature of 
the educational program,for each child. 
Need for research on multiple aptitude tests.-- Essen-
tially, the multiple aptitude test stems from the conception 
o:r any ap·ti tude as a combination of certain specific abili-
ties thought to be necessa-ry for success in a given area. 
If these specific abilities can be measured separately, or 
nearly so, then the relative weight of each measure for any 
given aptitude can be determined by use of the proper cri-
teria. Measures of separate and specific abilities may then 
be used for accurate prediction of accomplishment in the 
criteria. This, simply, is the theory underlying the Dif-
ferential Aptitud~ Tests. 
The need for tests developed along these lines has been 
pointed out by a number of writers in the past twenty-:five 
- - y 
years. One of these is C. L. Hull , Who conducted one of 
the first analyses of trait differences. This analysis was 
based on thirty-five different tests given to one hundred 
and seven first-year high school students, and encompassed 
various separate trait measures. He enters a plea for fur-
ther research with the woras: 
3 
•••• What would it mean in terms of increased social 
efficiency and personal happiness if a system of voca-
!jc. L. Hull, *Variability in Amount of Different Traits 
Possessed by·the Individual",·Journal o:r Educational Psychol-
2.BI,) Vol. 18, No. 2, February, 1927, pp. 97 - l06. 
4 
tional·prognosis could be established which would raise 
the average vocational choice from around the 50% level 
@'f the individual's potentiali tieg wher·e it probably 
now stands to the upper 5% or individual potentialities? 
•••• This would probably represent an advance.comparable 
to anything which has taken place in modern times. y . . ' 
Cottle praises the Differential Aptitude Tests, say-
ing that they fill a long-felt need,· but hastens to warn 
that the validation pro,cess is im.complete. He feels that 
the tests themselves are sound, but that adequate statisti-
cal proof' o'f the validity is lacking, and that no 'final con-
clusions should be drawn on the basis o'f the presently ex-
isting evidence. 
- y\ 
~agjian , in a validation study of the Di'f'ferential 
Aptitude Tests in relation to 'first-year high school book-
keeping, suggests th~t further validation studies of the 
Differential Aptitude Tests are needed in a variety of school 
subjects. She particularly notes that larger numbers of 
cases are needed to provide adequate data from which to draw 
generalizations as 1D the predieti ve value of' the tests. 
( 
!Jw. G• Cottle, "The Differential Aptitude-Tests: Some Com-
ments", Occupations, Vol. 26, No .• __ 6, March, 1948, pp. 344 -
345 .. 
, ... I 
,:~ ~: 
2/C. Yagjian, A Validation Study of the Differential Alti-
tude Tests in ReJ,.ation to First Year High School Vocat onal 
130okkeeping fn TWo Communi ties, Unpublished· Ed~ M. Tlies1.s, 
Boston University School o'f Education, 1950, p. 72. 
Def'inition of' Aptitude 
There are many def'initions of' aptitude, most of' which 
are too generalized f'or the purposes of' this study. Accord-Y . .. . 
ing to Crawf'ord , aptitude is the •••• "power to acquire Ca:gJ 
•••• ability through proper training and study". Good~ de-
f'ines aptitude as a •••• "pronounced innate capacity :for or 
ability in a given line of' endeavor, such as a particular 
art, school subject, or vocation." 
These definitions, while concise, are not specific 
enough to make clear the many aspects of' aptitude which the 
term presents to the psychologist and guidance person. y . 
Bingham has def'ined and redef'ined the word in several as-
pects, and has further de:f'ined the :function of' aptitude 
testing. He says: 
5 
Aptitude, then, is a-condition symptomatic of' a 
person's relative fitness, of' which one essential as-
pect· is his readiness to acquire proficiency - his 
potential ability - and another is his readiness to 
develop an interest in e:x:ercisingthat ability • .Any-
one who has come to a clear realization of' his capaci-
ties, his inf'or.med interests,·and the ~ature of' the 
occupations he is considering, has achieved some basis 
f'or appraising the relative strength of' his aptitudes ••• 
!/A~ B.·Cra~ord, rrwhat About All These Tests?", Occupations, 
Vol. 12, No. 8, April, 1934, pp. 13 - 18. 
§/c.·v. Good, Dictionary o:r·Education, McGraw-Bill Book Com-
pany, New York, l925, p. 28. -' 
~W. v. Bingham, Aptitudes and Aptitude Testing, Harper & 
Brothers, New York, 1937, pp. 18 - 33. 
•• Aptitudes are, then, aspects of personality •••• !a£7 
aptitude is a present condition, yes, but with a lor-
ward reference. It is a condition or set of character-
istics regarded as symptomatic, indicative of potenti-
alities. It should nevertheless be apparent that in 
measuring a person's aptitudes we are not undertaking 
to place a yardstick<:t;!gMnst mysterio-p:s intangibles. 
Neither do we attempt the legerdemain of measuring some-
thing which does not exist, namely, future accomplish-
ments. A test of aptitude samples certain abilities· 
and characteristics of' the individual as he is today. 
It helps to f'ind out what he can do now and how well he 
can do it. The responses he makes under specified con-
ditions are ascertained - specimens of' his performance 
when motivated in prescribed ways. By such means, data 
are secured as to what the person actually does under 
the circumstances imposed by the test. His behavior is 
measured. From these· symptoms, any estimate of' his 
future possibilities of' accomplishment is an inference. 
· This is the gist of' the theory of' aptitude test-· 
ing. Measure selected samples of' a person's behavior, 
and then, by reference to the f'acts as to what others 
who have been tested have-done-subsequently; compute 
the probabilities that he, too, will behave in a cer-
tain manner • 
•• • • An indiVidual's potentialities are not all 
equally .strong •••• Individuals a:d:ff'er f'rom one another 
in their potentialities •••• Many of' these differences 
are relatively stable • 
• • • • The· the·o·ry of' aptitude impl.i~s that a person's 
potentialities are :rairly stable ••• • Li'Y must not as-
sume that each of' the factors determining a person's 
traits is constant in the sense that·it will not alter, 
more or less; with time. We must, however, assume -
if' the concept of' educational and vocational aptitudes 
is to have any meaning at all - that the changes which 
undoubtedly do take place in the relative potency of 
these f'actors are seldom sudden, and that they occur 
within limits which can often be ascertained in advance. 
1/ 
According to Wesman-, an aptitude may be regarded as 
"a capacity to learn". He goes on to define the measurement 
YA• G. Wesman, "What Is An Aptitude?", Test Service Bulle-
tin, No.-36, August, 1948, The Psychological Corporation, 
New York, p. 1. 
of' aptitude as: 
•••• the assessmeJ;J.t of' knowledge, skill, and any 
other characteristics which serve to predict learning 
success.· Sometimes background data which reveal ex-
perience, interest or personality characteristics may 
be equally :t.'ruitf'ul sources of' prediction • 
.... zan aptitude tes~ is any· test which·is used 
f'or the preducation of' some type of' learning. Its 
validity as an aptitude test depends on the extent to 
which it predicts successfully. . ' y y 
While Traxler and Mursell define the ter.m aptitude 
'Y 
approximately as does Bingham , Mursell cautions that "•••• 
we must avoid thinking of' aptitudes as faculties, mental 
entities. Rather, they must be considered as dynamic trends 
of' the whole personality". 
Insofar as the Differential Aptitude Tests are con-
cerned, a synthesis of' the above definitions might be more 
concise and yet suf'f'iciently descriptive. An aptitude, f'or 
the purposes of' this study, may be def'ined as a combination 
of' specific abilities necessary to the acquisition, through 
proper training, of' some specific skill. 
Procedure 
The f'irst portion of' this study consisted of' a thorough 
search of' fue literature to f'ind inf'or.mation pertinent to 
!/A. E. Trailer, "Evaluation of' Aptitude and·Achievement in 
a Guidance Program"; Educational and Psychological Measure-
ment, Vol. 6, No. 1, Spring, 1946, pp. 3 - 16. 
. . .. . ~ 
&f~. L~·Mursell, Psychological Testing, Longmans, Green & 
Company, New York, 1950, p. 225. 
'£/op. cit., p. 20. 
7 
8 
the theory and use of multiple aptitude tests in general~ 
and the Differential Aptitude Tests in.particular. Chapter 
II of this paper deals with prior research and theory under-
lying the concept of multiple factors composing specific 
aptitudes, prior work on multiple-factor aptitude measures, 
and research on the Diff'erential Aptitude Tests themselves. 
The next step was to obtain Dif'f'erential Aptitude Test 
scores, for the total battery and f'or each sub-test, from 
the permanent record cards of' the students in the Newton and 
Worcester junior high schools who had taken the Dif'f'erential 
Aptitude Tests in the Fall of 1950 as a part of their usual 
testing program. 
Once the results of the Differential Aptitude Tests 
battery had been obtained, it was necessary to obtain the 
criteria by which to judge the effectiveness of the instru-
ment in question. This was done by obtaining the final 
teachers' marks in English and general science fo:r each stu-
dent. For purposesco-f checking on the consistency of 
teachers' marks and also to provide a basis f'or relative 
ranking of' all sases in at least one subject, the Read Gen-
eral Science Achievement Test was used as a second criterion. 
Finally, the predictor was correlated With the criteria, 
and conclusions were drawn therefrom. 
The various measures of' central tendency, 1.e., mean, 
standard error o:f the mean, and standard deviation were cal-
9 
culated for the total battery md for each sub-test of the 
Differential Aptitude Tests, for teachers' marks in each 
ninth grade subject, and for the Read General Science Achieve-
ment Test. 
The results of the predictor and the criteria were cor-
related 1:y means of the Pearson Product-Moment equation once 
it was determined by inspection that a linear relationship 
existed. Correlation coefficients were calculated for the 
following: 
1. Between various sub-tests of the Differential Apti-
tude Test. 
2. Between teachers' marks in English and general sci-
ence and the Differential Aptitude Tests (total bat-
tery and individual sub-tests). 
3. Between raw scores on the Read General Science 
Achievement Test and the Differential Aptitude Test 
raw scores (total battery and individual sub-tests). 
Since the function of statistics is not only to des-
cribe data, but also to tell how well the data is described, 
the standard error of r·has been calculated. Multiple cor~ 
relations have also been calculated. 
Re-statement of Problem 
This study is concerned with fUrther statistical vali-
dation of the Differential Aptitude Tests in prediction of 
10 
success or failure in ninth grade English and general science. 
The study is based on 84 girls and 62 boys from the junior 
high schools of Worcester and Newton. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Theory of Multiple Aptitude Tests 
The theory underl~ng all multiple aptitude tests is 
based on the theories of Spearman, Thurstone, and Kelley. 
Although the original theories proposed by these men were 
quite different, they have been so revised that today there 
is little to distinguish between them. Spearman and Kelley 
exhaustively analyzed correlation tables, and T.hurstone 
made a comprehensive factor analysis of a large battery of 
tests. The general conclusion was that intelligence was 
not a general.ized thing, but a complex of many separate 
factors. 
. !I 
Hull and Limp have suggested that while much effort 
and attention has been devoted to one phase of differential 
psychology, individual differences, very little attention 
has been paid to the runount of difference between traits, 
abilities, and aptitudes within the individual. They have 
concluded that the chief value of differential psychology 
should lie in forecasting differences in extent of traits, 
abilities, and aptitudes of the individual. 
!Jc. L. Hull and c. E. L~p, "The Differentiation of the 
Aptitudes by Means of Test Batteries", Journal of Education-
al Psychology, Vol. 16, No. 2, February, 1925, PP• ?3 - 88. 
-11= 
1~ 
Hull and Limp organized aptitude test batteries using 
shorthand, typewriting, English end algebra marks as criteria. 
Forecasting eff'iciency ranged f'rom 2.4% in typing to 17.1% 
in English. The test batteries correlated between .51 and 
.74 with the criteria, yet the inter-correlations were only 
between .17 and .50. This illustrated, the authors felt, 
that it was inf'initely more dif'f'icul~ to distinguish between 
the amounts of various a:Pti tudes of' an individual than to 
distinguish between amounts of a single aptitude in differ-
ent persons. They conclude that 
•••• the study does show that these probably are 
real dif'f'erences in the aptitude of' indi vidua1s for 
such similar activities as learning the subjects taught 
in high school. The study suggests that a scientific 
vocational guidance may be realized by making forecasts 
on numerous type vocations from many test batteries 
made up from various combinations and weightings of a 
relatively small number of original test scores. y 
Garrett has carried the work done by Hull and Limp 
still f'urther, and has_ discovered that correlations between 
tests of differential. aptitude increase with age, thus!~­
creasing the value of any omnibus IQ, test with increasing 
chronological·age. y 
Hull , an early worker in the field of differential 
!JH. E. Garrett, "A Developmental Theory of Intelligence'', 
1 American Psychologist, Vol. 1, No. 9, September, 1946, 
pp. 372 - 378. 
yE. L. Hull, "Variability-in Amount of Different Traits Pos-
sessed by the Individual", Journal· of Educational Psychol-
QgX, Vol. 18, No. 2, February, 1927, pp. 9v-=-Io6. 
psycho1ogy, as ear1y as 1925 ~elt that there was no single 
test which could be used ~or aptitude purposes, but that a 
battery o~ tests was essential. 
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In general, those in the Tield seem to agree that not 
only do individuals di~fer from one another, but that traits, 
abilities, and aptitudes of an individual differ in much the 
same way. These differences Within individuals can be meas-
ured, though with more di'f~iculty than can di~~erences be-
tween individuals. Valid instruments to measure di'f~erences 
between individuals are readily available, but not so in-
struments to measure variability or abilities and traits 
within the individual. 
On this theory, in an attempt to fill the need for such 
an instrument, the Di~ferential Aptitude Tests were built. 
Scienti~ic Aptitude Tests 
For many years test makers have been striving to build 
aptitude tests capable o~ di~ferentiating the potentially 
successful ~rom the potentially unsaccessfUl in scholastic 
subjects. To this end, numerous tests have been devised 
and most· discarded. Seldom, indeed, has the predictive 
value exceeded .50, or 14~ better than chance. 
Although many aptitude tests have been built, surpris-
ingly 'few have been planned to predict success in the field 
of science, and even these have been designed for the col-
lege level. One o~ the first attempts at scienti~ic apti-
tude testing was the physics aptitude and chemistry apti-
tude tests of the Iowa Placement Examinations. The areas 
sampled by these tests were mathematics, mathematical and 
technical symbolism, in~ormation or chemistry or physics, 
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and skill in solving mathematical problems verbally expres-
sed. Oo~relation With ~irst - semester college marks ran 
~rom .50 far. the. chemistry test to between .61 and .72 ~or 
the physics test. These tests are still in use, but the 
trend seems to be toward batteries measuring various factors. 
Probably the test which has received the Widest recog-
Y 
nition is that test developed by Zyve in 1927 -- the Stan-
Tord Scientific Aptitude Test. &' According to Dr. Zyve , he 
was moved to build the test because he felt that 
It would be highly instructive to determine the 
amount o:r waste resulting :from such facts as that 
about Ti~ty percent o~ graduate engineers are found 
f'i~teen years a~ter graduation in ~ields o:f endeavour 
having little or nothing to do with the special train-
ing which they have received in schools o:r engineering. 
The Zyve test is composed o:f exercises designed to 
measure eleven components which the author believed were 
. . 
basic to scienti:fie aptitude. These components include: 
yD. L. Zyve, "A Test o:r Scientif'ic·Aptitudes"; J"ournal of' 
Educational Psychology, Vol. 18, No. 8, August, 192?, pp;-
525 - 546. 
2/ibid, p. 525. 
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abil.ity to suspend judgment, ability to detect :fallacies, 
ability to reason logically, and ability to draw correct in-
ductions and deductions. The test is two hours in length, 
and was ~tended :for senior high school and college students. 
Test results appear to be quite independent o:f acquired 
knowledge. Little mathematics is required. The test is a 
power test and is easily administered and scored -- in :faet 
it ean be scored in :five minutes. The table o:f nor.ms is 
based on 323 college students, most o:f whom were Stan:ford 
University :freshmen. T.he test results do not correlate well 
with college marks. Many students are able to enter engin-
eer~g colleges and complete their courses successfUlly, 
though their Zyve test results are well below average. The 
test, however, does seem to measure something besides gen-
era1 scholastic aptitude, since successful students in non-
scientific courses often have below-average scores. y 
According to Mursell , the validation offered was not 
adequately analyzede Correlations of .95, .77, and .89 were 
recorded with "competent judgments on the ability of 50 re-
. uy 
search students in science. 
!fJ. L. Mursell, Psychological Testing, Longmans, Green & 
Company, New York, 1950, P• 240. 
~op. cit., P• 540. 
r 
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11 :Y Crawford , and Benton and Perry , have made some studies 
of the test. Benton and Perry found correlations between 
test scores and college science course grades of freshmen 
and sophomores to be .404 ~ .09 (N liif. 47), and of juniors 
and seniors .345 ~ .09 (N - 43). The test correlates, .423 
-
4-.08 (N = 46), with average physics grades, .369 ~ .085 
(N = 47) with average chemistry grades, and .523 1 .07 
(N = 46), with average biology grades. 
'§/ 
According to Crawford , the Zyve test measures not pres-
ent scientific knowledge, but the aptitude for learning 
scientific subjects. The eleven sub-test scores are weight-
ed, and contribution to total score varies from ratios ef 2 
to 7. Crawford feels that there are too few problems per 
sub-test' and that the validity data ar:e not too good. The 
validity, as checked at Yale on 143 freshman, was .30 with 
year-end grades in science or pre-engineering courses. Re-
liability (split-half) is .60 for the entire test, with sub-
test reliabilit·~es much lower -- though how much lower is 
not reported. In general, Crawford is not in favor of the 
r 
l/A• B. Crawford, "stanford Scientific Aptitude Test", 1940 
Mental Measurements Yearbook, Highland Park,·New Jersey, 
.PP• 453 - 455. 
f:/A. L. Benten, and J. D. Perry, "A Study of the Predictive 
Value of the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test", Journal of 
Psychology, Vol. 10, 1940, PP• 309 - 312• . 
'§fop. cit., p. 454. 
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test in its present form, and feel.s that it should be worked 
over and greatl.y revised. 
This was the most noteworthy test in the field of sci-
entific aptitude testing until the introduction of the Dif= 
ferential Aptitude Tests in 1947. The basic idea -- the de= 
termination of certain separate abilities -- .1sfre~l~eted in 
the D.A.T. Both tests are steps in a direction w~eh may 
eventual.l.y prove extremely fruitful. As yet, however, 
neither test is as valid as would be desirable for reasonably 
accurate prognosis. 
Previous Validation Studies of the DAT 
Eight previous validation studies of the Differential 
Aptitude Tests are reported in the manual. These studies_, 
. !I 
according t~ the authors are representative of the fore-
casting value of the tests, in that the tests were given in 
each case before any learning had taken place. y 
In the first LRe.seareh Report -- September, 1948 -- the 
authors state: 
For each school and grade listed, all correlations 
are given whenever data was available for fifty or more 
students.9 •• Correlation coefficients have been computed 
independently for each sex to avoid the distortions 
that result from eombin±ng diss~ilar groups. Where 
the course of study appeared to be uniform for different 
1/«P• cit., P• E-ll• 
!fop. cit., P• E-ll.. 
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sections of a given grade within a city, these sections 
have been combined. 
One consequence of this method of reporting vali-
dational data is to give many validity coefficients for 
eaeh of the eight Differential Aptitude Tests. · 
Seven school systems have submitted data regarding the 
validity of the Differential Aptitude Tests for prediction 
in ninth grade general science. These data is summarized in 
Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 gives the correlation coefficients 
between Differential Aptitude Test scores and ninth grade y 
general science year-end course grades for boys. Table 2 y 
gives the coefficients for girls. 
Tabl~ 1. Validity Coefficients between Differential Aptitude 
Test Scores and Year-end Course Grades in Ninth 
Grade General Science (Boys) 
Place Verb. Num. .Abs • Spa. Mech. CleZ'- LU-I LU-I! N Reas. Abil .. Reas. Rel. Reas. ical Spell Sent. 
Worcester, 
Mass 59 .20 .17 .35 .26 .50 .24 -.05 .19 
Cape Gir-
ardean, Mo. 51 .66 .52 .50 .40 .42 .06 .27 .34 
Colum.bi,a, 
Mo. 88 .. 8o .74 .67 .49 .50 .44 .70 .78 
Indepen-
dence, Mo. 142 .. 57 .60 .45 .34 .46 .36 .49 .54 
St. Louis, 
Mo. 71 .67 .57 .57 .46 .37 .45 .45 .66 
Mt. Verno~ 
N. Y. 75 .44 .43 .41 .37 .02 .17 .27 .23 
Mt. Vernon, 
N. Y. 84 .32 .16 .28 .34 .19 -.Ol .43 .43 
White Pla-
ins, N. Y. 24 .55 .,46 .42 .31 .37 .14 .34 .48 
yop. cit., p. E-58. 
l 
zjop. eit., p. E-59. 
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Table 2. Validity Coefficients between Differential Aptitude 
Test Scores and Year-end Course Grades in Ninth 
Grade General Science (Girl.s) 
Place Verb~ Num. Abs. Spa~ Meeh. Clera !Lu-I LU-II 
N Reas. Abi1. Reas Rel. Reas. ical Spel.l Sent. 
Worcester, 
Mass. 93 .10 .23 .16 .25 .10 .13 .10 i.24 
Cape Gir- .. 
ardeau. Mo. 50 • 67 .45 .50 .50 .39 .15 .36 .52 
Columbia~ .. 
Mo. 78 .79 .70 .70 .54 .-47 .55 .65 .68 
Indepen..; .. 
dence ,:illo. 125 .59 .63 .58 .39 .44 .50 .40 .58 
Rolla~ 
Mo. 63 .74 .72 .67 .53 .so .52 .55 .77 
st. Louis, 
Mo• 69 .36 .42 .20 .19 .20 .28 .27 .40 
:Mt. Vernon, 
N. Y. 91 .44 .43 .36 .39 .26 .30 .30 .38 
Mt. Vernon, 
N .. Y. 88 .45 .44 .32 .19 -.03 .22 .29 .42 
The city_ .. of Worcester, Massachusetts, has utilized the 
Differential Aptitude Tests as an integral part of its test-
ing program and has developed its own nor.ms. In addition 1/ . -~ 
to the Worcester data included in Table 1- the :following y 
were recently obtained: 
yop. cit., P• E-sa. 
-, 
g/Unpub1ished data obtained :from the o:f:fiee o:f Dr. Christen-
sen, Director of Guidance of the Worcester public schools. 
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Table 3. Validity Coefficients between Differential Aptitude 
Test Scores and Year-end Grades in Ninth Grade Gen-
eral Science-at Commerce High School, Worcester, 
Massachusetts 
-
Sex Verb. Num. Abst. Space Mech~ Cler- LU-I LU-II N Reas. Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas.- leal Spell Sent. 
Boys 78 .31 .33 -.02 .21 .29 .11 .12 .44 
' . 
Girls 113 .55 .50 .40 .41 .41 .27 .38 .49 
'" 
Undoubtedly other school systems have obtained their 
own nor.m data for their own purposes. U~ortunately, how-
ever, these data are not obtainable. 
Implications of Review of Research 
This thesis was predicated on the belie£ that there 
was a need for further validation of the Differential Apti-
.tude Tests in relation to prognosis in ninth grade general 
science. The review of research substantiates this view. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
Description of the Differential Aptitude Tests 
.. 
The test battery consists ot eight tests printed in 
seven reusable booklets. Answer sheets are provided which 
m~ be scored either by machine or by hand using a punched 
key. Two forms, A and B, are available. Form A was used in 
this study. The maximum allowable working time ranges from 
six minutes to thirty~five minutes, and the tests may be 
given singly, in toto, or any number at a time. Directions 
for administering and scoring the tests, individual report 
forms, and a manual for interpretation are also availabl.e. 
!I According to the authors , the purpose of the test is 
•••• to provide an integrated, scientific, and we].]. ... 
standardized procedure for measuring the abilities of 
boys and girls in grades eight through twel.ve for pur-
poses of educational and vocational guidance. 
T.he tests are designed to appraise fundamental in-
tell.eetual abil.ities, and to avoid as much as possible 
dependence on particular school subjects •••••• It will. 
be noted that difficu].ty is not secured by using es-
oteric items or terms encountered only by those who 
have taken certain advanced courses. While no cl.ear 
demarcation between aptitude and achievement is poss-
ible, it is believed that these tests meet the stand-
ards usually prescribed for aptitude tests as contrast-
!fop. cit., PP• A-1, A-8. 
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ed with tests which attempt to appraise school learn-
ing in spe~ific subjects. 
> • 
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Verbal Reasoning.-- This test contains fifty items with 
a score value of one point each. The score is obtained by 
counting the number of correct items.. Max~ work~ t~e 
is thirty minutes. The test is designed as a power test. y . 
The authors explain that the test is intended as 
•••• a measure of ability to understand concepts 
f'ramed in words. It is ailned at the evaluation of the. 
student's ability to abstract or generalize and think 
constructively, rather than at simple ·fluency or vocab-
ul.ary recognition. The analogies form of teat item is 
particularly appropFiate for the measurement of reason-
i:mg ability.. The particular t-ype of analogies item de-
vised for this test. is especially useful, because it 
provides : ( 1} a highly: reliable item, ( 2) a very versa-
tile item, and (3) a measure of reasoning that is rel-
atively complex without being "tricky" or.eaoteric. 
Numerical Ability.-- This test contains forty items with 
a score value ~f one point each. The score is obtained by 
subtracting one quarter of the number of wrong answers from 
the number of correct answers (R = iW). A Right and a Wrong 
answer key ~e provided. Maximum working time is thirty min-
utes. The test is designed as a power test. According to 
_gh 
the authors , this test is designed 
•••• to test understanding of numerical relation-
ships and facility iri handling numerical concepts. The 
problema are framed in the item-type form usually called 
tt arithmetic computation" rather than in what is usually 
!fop~ cit., p. A-8. 
yop. cit., PP• A-8, A-9. 
called 'arithmetic reasoning'~ This was prompted by 
the desire to avoid the language elements of the so-· 
called arithriletic reasoning problem, ·in which reading 
ability may play a significant role .... ~Many of the 
items, however, call for real understanding of numeri-
cal· relationships; though computationally simple, they 
are, as problems, fully as complex as items usually 
framed in verbal terms. · 
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Abstract Reasoning .. -- This test consists of fifty pic-
torial itsms. Max±mum score is fifty. The score is obtain-
ed by subtracting one quarter of the number of wrong answers 
from the number of correct answers (R- tw). A Right and a 
Wrong answer key are provided~ Maximum working time is 
twenty-five minutes. The test is designed as a power test • 
.!1 The authors describe the test as follows: 
The ABSTRACT REASONING test is intended as a non-
verbal measure of the student's reasoning ability. The 
series presented in each problem requires the percep-
tion of an operating principle in the changing diagrams. 
In each instance, the student must discover the principle 
or principles, governing the change of figures and give 
evidence of his understanding by designating the diagram 
which should logically follow ...... Gomplexity is obtained 
from increasing conceptual difficulty. The differences 
are apparent; discerning why the patterns differ is the 
intellectual exercise. 
Space Relations .. -- This test consists of forty pictor-
ial 1 tems ~ Maximum score is one hundred, as more than one 
answer is correct for each item. The score is obtained by 
subtracting the number of wrong answers from the number of 
correct answers (R- W).. A Right and a Wrong answer key are 
yop .. cit., P• A-9. 
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provided. Maximum working time is thirty minutes. Th!;test 
is designed as a power test. According to the authors 
The ability· to visualize a constructed object from 
a picture of a pattern has been used frequently in 
tests of structural visualization. Similarly$ the abil-
ity to imagine how an object would appear if rotated in 
various ways has been used effectively in the measure-
ment of space perception.-· The item type used combines 
the function of these previous item types~ since both 
factors are considered important in any useful defini-
tion of ability to think in spatial terms. 
A feature inherent in these items is that the test 
requires mental manipulation of objects in three dimen-
sional space. Item forms which refer only to two-dimen-
sional space are less useful, since there are relatively 
few occasions when perception of two-dimensional space 
alone is important. 
Mechanical Reasoning.-- This test consists of sixty-
eight pictures, with a question regarding each picture. Max-
imum score is sixty-eight. The score is obtained by sub-
tracting one half the number of wrong answers from the num-
ber or correct answers (R .. iW). A rutgb.t and a Wrong aliswer 
key are provided. Maximum working time is thirty minutes. y 
The test is designed as a power test. The authors state 
that 
Each item consists of a pictorially presented mech-
anical situation together with a simply worded question•-
Care has been taken to present items ~ terms or simple, 
frequently encountered mechanisms that do not resemble 
text-book illustrations or require special knowledge. 
Clerical Speed and Accuracy.-- This teat consists of two 
!Jop. cit.~ P• A-9. 
glop. cit., PP• A~9, A-10 •. 
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parts, each containing one hundred items. The first part is 
a practice exercise and is not scored. The maximum score on 
the second part is one hundred. The score is obtained simp1y 
by counting the number of correct responses. Max~ working 
time is three minutes on each part. The group being tested 
is not advised that the first part is for prac~ice only. 
This test is the only one in the battery designed as a speed 
. !I . . .. 
test. The authors state that the test is intended to 
•••• measure speed or response in a simple percep-
tua1 task. The item type desired was one which contain-
ed numbers and 1etters, and which required the student 
to go from one page to·another, which involves reten-
tion over short periods of time. The item type desired 
possess·es these characteristics ••••• The item thus pro-
vides a series of situations which approximate the e1e-
ments invo1ved in many clerical jobs ••••• There is little 
or no intellectual difficulty injected, since "intelli-
gence" components are adequately measured by other tests 
of this battery.. In this test the objective is to meas-
ure speed'of perception, momentary retention, and speed 
of response. 
Language Usage I; Spelling.-- This test consists of a 
1ist of one hundred words, some or which are spelled correct-
ly, some incorrect1y. The maximum score is one hundred. The 
score is obtained by subtracting the number of wrong answers 
from the number or correct answers (R - W). A Right and a 
Wrong answer key are provided.. Maximum working time is ten 
2 
minutes. The test is designed as a power test. The authors 
gop. cit., P• A-10. 
~fop. cit•, p. A-10. 
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state: 
It has been known that many words are not good test 
items when properly spelled -- almost everyone recog-
nizes that they are .correct. Special· ·studies of a large 
number of words resulted in the discovery ot·enough 
words for the test which were effective items when cor-
rectly spelled. Every item in the test is'thus contrib-
uting its appropriate share of measurement; there is no 
'padding'. This fact enhances the reliability of the 
spelling test. 
Language Usage II: Sentences.-- This test consists of 
fifty sentences, each divided into five parts which are iden-
tified by letters. This test is in the same booklet with the 
spelling test, and is::.sbheduled at the same time. The max-
~um score is 95 for For.m A and 94 for For.m B. The score is 
obtained by subtracting the number of wrong answers from the 
number of correct answers (R- W). A Right and a Wrong an-
swer key are provided. Maximum working time is twenty-five y 
minutes. The test is designed as a power test. The authors 
state: 
The SENTENCES section of the LANGUAGE USAGE test 
is intended to measure·--the student's ability to distin-
guish-between good and~bad grmmnar, punctuation and word 
usage •••• The student m~st inspect each part of each sen-
tence and judge whether or not it is correct. Since 
there may be any number of errors in each sentence, the 
student cannot guess by elimination of parts of sentences 
He must react separately to eaeh part of each sentence. 
Description of the Criteria 
Description of the @roup ~ested.-- The two groups used in 
!/op. cit., p. A-5. 
this study include the entire ninth grade class of the Big-
elow Junior High School, Newton, Massachusetts, and all 
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ninth grade students in the city of Worcester, Massachusetts, 
taking general science. Data was obtained on forty boys and 
thirty-five girls in Newton, and twenty-two boys and forty-
nine girls in Worcester; a total of sixty-two boys and eighty-
four girls, or one hundred and forty-six cases in all. 
The general science course in Newton is a required 
course, while in Worcester it is an elective course. 
. ~ . 
According to the authors , considerable sex differences 
have been observed in the results of some of the tests, so 
it was decided to br~ak down the results of the study by 
sexese In addition, it was felt that since the groups used 
were not random samples, and since they differed both in cen-
tral tendency and variability of the measure, it would also 
be advisable to provide a break-down of the results accord-
ing to the two groups. Results therefore were determined 
for Newton boys, girls, and boys and girls; Worcester boys, 
girls, and boys and girls; and the total results for boys, 
girls, and boys and girls. 
The IQ's of the two groups were close to, though slight-
ly above average as measured by the Otis DM. Data regarding 
central tendency and variability of all the above groups on 
!fop. cit., p. A-5 
the Otis test are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Variability and Central Tendency of Otis DM I~'s 
'for All Groups in the Study 
Place 
Newton 
Worcester 
Newton 
and 
Worcester 
Group 
Boys 
Girls 
Boys and 
Girls 
Boys 
Girls 
Boys and 
Girls 
Boys 
Girls 
Boys and 
Girls 
N 
33 
27 
50 
22 
49 
71 
55 
75 
131 
Mean S .. D ... om 
105~73 12~12 2~14 
109.78 10.47 2.05 
107.75 11.97 1.55 
.107.05 8.41 1~83 
100.58 10.34 1.49 
102.50 10.57 1.27 
105~51 11;31 1.54 
103.84 11 .. 29 1.29 
104.'95 11 .. 38 .99 
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It will be noted that the Worcester group tends to be 
somewhat more homogeneous in I~ than daes the Newton group. 
This held true for about all of' the Dif'f'erential Aptitude 
Test results also. The difference in homogeneity is prob~ 
ably accounted· f'or by the ~act that in Newton the sample in-
eluded the total population of' the ninth grade of' the school, 
both college arid non-college courses, while the Worcester 
sampie was almost exclusively non-college preparatory. 
Description of' the marking systems.-- To render both sets 
of' marks comparable, the Newton grades A, ~' c, D and E were 
assigned values of' 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 respectively; and these, 
together with the percentages used by Worcester, were reduced 
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to standard scores, each pupil being assigned two standard 
. . ~ . 
scores ror each grade, one based upon the local distribution 
. . . . . -
sex, and one upon the distribution of both sexes 
.. .. .. ... . !I 
gether.. The formula given by Lingquist was used: 
to-for his 
T = 10 (X.:.M) 
S.D. + 50, where T : St~dard Score, M = mean of 
the distribution of raw scores, S .. D. = the standard devia-
tion of the raw score distribution, and X is a particular 
rtw score in the distribution. Each course mark was that 
given at the end of the year as a final cumulative grade. 
. y 
Description o~ Read General Science Test.-- Recogni~ing 
the subjectivity of teachers' marks, it was deemed advisable 
to use some more objectire criterion. To this end, the Read 
Test was selected as being the best obtainable objective 
measure of general science achievement. Of the two for.ms 
available, AM and BM, the form AM was used. 
The test consists of seventy-five multiple choice ques-
tions, with a selection of five refifponses for each question. 
The test utilized a reusable test booklet with a separate 
answer sheet, which may be either hand or machine scored. 
The score is obtained simvly by counting the number of cor-
rect responses, using the. punched key which is provided. 
!JE. F. Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1942, P• 149. 
g/J. G. Read, Read General Science Test, World Book Company, 
Yonkers-on=Hudson, New York, 1951. 
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Scores are convertible to standard scores and percentiles. 
The standard scores, however, have a mean o~ 102 and a S.D. 
o~ 12.5, so chosen because they represented the median and 
S.D. o~ the distribution o~ Terman-McNemar I~'s of the stu-
dents in the norm sample. The maximum working time is forty 
minutes and the maximum possible score it 75. 
Administration o~ tests.-- The Differential Aptitude 
Tests were administered in the Fall o~ 1950 ahortly after the 
beginning o~ ~he school year. The tests were administered.by 
the individual schools. Though this is a possible limita-
tion, the administrators involved claim to have ~ollowed 
precisely the standardized procedures set ~orth in the Man-
·y 
ual. The Read General Science Test was administered by the 
individual science teachers in June, 1951, following the 
standardized procedures set ~orth in the accompanying manual. 
Description of atatistical ji!ocedures Used.-- The mean, 
standard deviation, and standard error of the mean were found 
for the raw scores of each test in the battery, for the raw 
score on the total battery, for each course mark, and for 
the raw scores on the Read General Science Achievement Test. 
Correlations .. -- Intercorrelation coefficients for the 
Di~ferential Aptitude Test battery, correlation coefficients 
flop. cit .. , PP• B-1 -- B-8. 
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between each test variable and teachers' final marks in Eng-
lish and general science, and correlation coefficients be-
~ . - . 
tween each test variable and the.cRead'General Science Test 
results were calculated, using the Pearson Product Moment y 
formula suggested by Lindquist : 
~XY- M M 
,..- X; y 
rxy = &-xey 
Multiple correlation coefficients were also computed 
using several pairs of the Differential Aptitude Test scores 
with the hope of finding a combination with a high R in re-
1ation to Read General Science Test raw scores. The .for.mu-
:Y la used was suggested by Peatman : 
R., • xy ..,~ .... ;;.-~-.x--+_r_i_l __ !h-;e_x_r_e_y_r_;_ 
Multiple correlation coefficients were calculated using 
as the primary consideration low intercorrelations, with 
relatively high correlations with the Read General Science 
Test scores as the secondary consideration. 
Summary of Procedures 
In order to determine statistically the prognostic 
value of the Differential Aptitude Tests in predicting sue-
!fop. cit., PP• 16? - 168. 
~i. G. Peatman, DescriEtive and SrumEling Statistics, Har-
per & Brothers, New Yor , 1947, p. 4 3. 
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cess or ~allure in English and general science in the ninth 
grade of the W0rcester and Newton junior high schools~ it 
was considered advisable to include: 
1. A statistical description o~ the eentral·tendeney 
and variability o~ the Otis IQ's of the groups in-
volved. 
2. A statistical description o~ the central tendency~ 
variability and intercorrelations·o~ the Di:t':feren-
tial Aptitude Test scores o~ the groups involved. 
3. A statistical description o~ the central tendency, 
variability, and intercorrelations.o:t' the criteria, 
i.e., teachers' ~inal marks and Read General Science 
Test raw scores, ~or each group involved. 
4. Correlation coe:t'~icients between each Differential 
Aptitude Teat score and the criteria for each gro~p. 
s. Finally, multiple correlations, using combinations 
of selected pairs of the Differential Aptitude Testa 
and Read General Science Test raw scores for the 
combined groups only. 
Chapter IV 
RESO"LTS OF STlJDY 
Statistical Description of Raw Scores 
Tables 5, 6, and ? show the central tendency and varia-
bility of each Differential Aptitude Test and of the total 
battery, for Newton, Worcester, and combined Newton and Wor-
cester. Also shown for the sake of comparison are means, · · 
. 1/ 
S.D. •s, and N.'Js given in the table of norms of the Manual-
for grade nine. 
In using the raw scores in the foilovdng description, 
the procedure followed by the authors of the Differential 
Aptitude Tests has been used, i. e., all negative scores have 
been considered to be zero. 
It will be noted that the tables indicate quite clearly 
that the Newton group is slightly more heterogeneous than 
the nor.m groups, while the Worcester group, particularly 
the girls, are considerably more homogeneous than are the 
norm groups. With the combined groups, the boys approximate 
the mean and S.D. of the norm group very closely, except 
for Space Relations and Mechanical Reasoning, in which 
the S.D.'s are close to those of the norm group, thou~n 
-33-
LjOp. cit., P• D-8 
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Table 5. Central Tendency and Variability or Dirrerential 
Aptitude Test Raw Scores in the Ninth Grade of the 
Bigelow dunior High School, Newton, Massachusetts, 
Compared with the Nor.m Group as Reported in the 
Manual Y 
- - -Group Newton Group Nor.m Group 
··-- -I-· 
Test N Mean em S.D. N Mean S.D. 
-- -
!Verb. Reas. 40 20~52 1.42 8~88 1815 19~5 8.6 INum. Abi1. 40 19.50 1. 59 9~.88 1828 17~2 8~1 
!Aqs •. Reas · 40 I 27 ~38 1~48 9.18 1834 25.0 10~5 
Boys Space Rel. 40 39,.25 3.74 23.31 (848 40.1 23.8 ~eah. Reas. 140 31~00 2.14 13.36 1835 35.8 12.5 ler. S & A 40 49.12 2.00 12.14 1748 46.8 10.5 
LU-I Spell~ 40 34.50 4.13 25.76 1817 33.1 24.1 
LU-II Sent. 40 26.62 2.14 13.39 1815 25.6 14.8 
Total DAT 40 247.50 14.17 88.25 1 ----
--=1=-
-
~erb. Reas. 35 I 21.86 { 1.65 9.65 1927,19.4 8.8 
um. Abil. 35 jl9. 71 1.40 8.14 1953 16.6 7.7 ~bs. Reas. 35 l 28.86 1.67 9.72 1935 23.4 11.0 Space Rel. 35 1 40.57 4,.13 24 .. 02 1964 32.9 20.3 
Girls ech. Reas 35 22.14 1.58 9.22 .1944 21.4 10~6 
ler. S & A 35 56.86 1.54 8.98 1855 54.2 11.8 
LU-I Spell. 35 46.00 3.95 22.95 1969 46.1 24.2 
LU-II Sent. 35 36.57 2.71 15.74 196.9 33.3 15.1 
Total DAT 35 271.07 14.65 85.32 
---- ---- ----
,___. 
Verb. Reas. 75 21.20 1~04 8.95 I ____ , ____ ----Num. Abi1. 75 19~60 1~05 9.10 
---- ---- ----
Boys Abs. Reas. 175 28~05 i~lO 9.50 ---- ---- ----
and Space Re1. 75 39.54 2.74 123.60 ---- ---- ----
Girls ~viech. Reas. 75 26.87 1~29 11~15 ---- ---- ----Cler. S.& A 75 52~ 73 1.32 111~40 I ---- ----I 
----LU-I Spell. 75 40.36 2.86 24.75 1,---- ---- -----LU-II Sent. 
1:: 
31.27 1.80 15.60 ---- ----
----
Total DAT 
,258. 50 1~~- 22 88.40 ---- ---- ----
----
I _L_ I 
--
- --1/ Op. cit., p. D-8 
Table 6. Central Tendency and Variability of Differential 
Aptitude Test Raw Scores in the Ninth Grade of 
Several Worcester, Massachusetts, dunior High 
Schools Compareq with the Norm Group as Reported 
in the Manual Y 
Group Worcester Group Norm Group 
--·--+----f-------t--·-- r--
=,est N Mean eM S.D. ~ ~ean S.D. 
-
.. 
Verb.Reas. 22 INum; Abil. 22 
Abs. Reas-; 22 
Boys Space Rel.· 22 I:Mech~ Reas. 22 
Cler.S & A 22 
LU-I Spell 22 
LU-II Sent 22 
Total DAT 22 
-
Verb.Reas. 49 
Num.Abil. 49 
Abs. Reas~ 49 ' 
Girls Space Rel. 49 Mech. Reas. 49 
Oler. S&A 49 
LU.-I Spel~. 49 
LU-II Sent. 49 
Total DAT 49 
Verb.Reas. 71 
rum.Abil. 71 
Boys Abs. Reas. 71 
and Space Rel. 71 
Girls Mech. Reas.,71 
Cler. S & Al71 
LU-I Spell. 71 
LU-II Sent. 71 
Total DAT J 71 l 
1/ Op. cit., p. D-8 
18.59 1;52 
13.36 1 .. 55 
22.00 2 .. 28 
32r .. 22 4~60 
31.32 2.00 
42;91 2.46 
34.50 3.65 
24.27 1.85 
218.68 ln .. 58 
14.14,0.85 
12.71 0 .. 88 
18.84 1.61 
28.02 2.48 
18.94 1~29 
&9.~6 :;r; .. aa 
30.78 2.79 
23.84 1.89 
195.40 8.06 
15.52 0 .. 79 
12.92 0 .. 77 
19.82 1.32 
29.32 2 .. 21 
22.28 1 .. 46 
47.42 1.54 
32 .. 50 2.26 
23.83 1 .. 42 
202.62 6 .. 70 I I 
6~98 
7.10 
10.44 
21.07 
9.20 
11.24 
16.70 
8.49 
I
I i816 i9; 5 8; 6 
fl-828 ~7~2 8~1 
tl834 25~0 ~0.5 
.~-845 40;1 23.8 
P-835 135.8'11.2.6 
1
11748 146~8 p_o.5 
11817 133.1 124.1 
11815 25.6 114.8 
53.14 ---- ~--- ~---
5.89 
6.06 
11.19 
17 .. 02 
8~91 
13.02 
I9 .• 3I 
13.12 
!1927 119.4 8.8 
IJ_953 16.6 7.7 
1936 23.4 11.0 
1964 32.9 20;3 
194.4... 21.4 !J.o;6 
1855 54.2 !I;r,.·a 
1969 46.1 24~2 
1969 33.3 115.1 
55.76 I----
6.58 ---- ----
6.41 ---- ----
11.06 ---- ----
18.56 ---- ----
12.22 ---- ----
12.86 ---- ----
18.92 ---- ----
11.88 ' ---- ----
56.02 11----1----
35 
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Table 7. Central Tendency ana Variability of Differential 
Aptitude Test Raw Scores in the Ninth Grades of 
the Bigelow J"unior High School, Newton-, Massachuset s 
ana Several Worcester, Massaohusetts, J"unior High 
Schools dompar?4 with the Nor.m Group as Reported 
in the Manual 11 
Group 
Verb Reas~ 62 19;90 1;06 8.30 1816 19;5 8;6 
Num~ Abil; 62 17.32 1;22 9;46 1828 1?;2 8;1 
Abs.; Reas; 62 25.47 1~28 9;98 1834 25;0 10;5 
Space Rel.- 62 36.76 2;96 23.16 1848 40;1 3;8 Boys Mech; Reas. 62 30;71 1;55 12.08 1835 35.8 2;6 
Cler. S&A 62 46~92 1.56 12.20 1748 46.8 .5 
LU-I Spell; 62 34.50 2~94 22;96 1817 33;1 24.1 
LU-II Sent. 62 25.79 1.53 11.94 1815 25.6 8 
Total DAT 62 237.60 0.11 78.82 
Verb. Reas. 84 17.24 0.90 8.20 1927 19.4 8.8 
Nu.m; Abi1. 84 15.63 0.85 7.80 19 16.6 '7.7 
Abs. Reas. 84 23.01 1.,28 11~70 1936 23.4 11;0 
Space Rel. 84 33.13 2.32 21.;.31 19 32.9 20.3 
Girls Mech. Reas. 84 19.68 1.06 9;68 19 21.-4 0.6 
Cler. S&.A 84 52.54 1.32 12.08 1855 54.2 
LU-I Spell. 84 37.60 2.44 22.38 1969 46.1 
LU-II Sen.t. 84 29.02 1.72 15.70 1969 33.3 
Total DAT 84 226.92 8.64 79.06 
Verb. Reas. 18.92 0.65 7.87 
-----Num. Abil. 15.35 o,.,71 
. 8.591 Abs Reas. 24.06 0 •. 92 11.07 
Boys Space Rel. 34 .. 67 1.84 22 41 22 I ---~-
and Mech Reas. 24.36 1.00 12.07 
Girls Cler. S&A 50.15 1.03 12.44 
LU-I Spell 36.59 1.86 22.44 
LU-II Sent. 27.65 1.18 14.26 
Total DAT 231.32 6.55 79.14 
Op. cit., p. D-8 
~he means are somewhat lower. With the girls, on the other 
hand, while the S .. D. 's tended to appJ'o:rlmate those of' the 
norm group, the means of' the two Language Usage tests were 
considerably below those o:r·the norm group. This is due 
entirely to the low scores obtained by the Worcester girls. 
This is probably accounted :for by a number of' :factors, one 
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of' the largest of which may be the :fact that the Worcester 
girls were all taking non-college preparatory courses, and 
the tendency to use the commercial and home economicfs pro-
grams as "p.umping grounds" for_the scholastically undesirable 
is well known. This ·is fUrther borne out by the relatively 
low IQ's of this group (See Table 4, page 28 ). 
Intercorrelation of' the Dif'farential Aptitude Tests 
The intercorrelation coefficients for the Newton 
Groups are found in Tables 8, 9, and 10. 
Table ~. Intercorrelation Coefficients between the 
Differential Aptitude Test Raw Score Results :for 
40 Ninth Grade Boys, Bigelow Junior High School, 
Newton, Massachusetts 
--·· 
-
- Verb. Num. Abs. Space Mech Cler. t..U-I 1--'U-II 
Test Reas. Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas S&A Spen Sent. 
-
Total DAT .70 ~74 .88 .82 .54 .50 .78 .73 
LU-II Sent. ;.51 .56 .76 .46 .22 .11 .63 
LU-I Spell. .56 .64 • 60 .62 .08 .19 
Cler. S&A .22 .46 .73 .30 .06 
Mech. Reas. .32 .17 .46. .45 
Space Rel. .62 .53 .62 
Abs. Reas. .60 .71 
Num. Abil. .57 
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It is interesting to note the Wide range of the co-
efficients within each table. For example, the coeffients 
for the boys, as shown in Table 8, range from a low of .06 
to a high of .88. As might be expected, the correlations of 
the sub-tests With the total score are much higher than 
those between sub-tests. Mechanical Rea~oning is of special 
interest due to its wide range of .06 to .54. 
Table 9. Intercorrelation Coefficients between the Differ-
ential Aptitude Te.st Raw Score Results for 35 · 
Ninth Grade Girls, Bigelow dunior High School, 
Newton, Massachusetts. 
_ ... _____ 
- ~erb; Num. Abs. · Space Mech. Cler. LU-I LU-TI 
Test [eas. Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas. S&A Spell Sent. 
Total DAT ~o76 .70 • 67 .78 .66 .62 .74 .88 
LU-II Sent. 1-78 .60 ~53 .34 ~58 .48 .65 
LU-I· Spell. ~68 ~46 ~32 ;32 .34 .43 
Cler. S &·A. ~56 ~ 30 ~ 29 ~35 .18 
Mech Reas~ ~46 ~31 .37 .60 
J 
' Space Rel. ~56 ~44 .55 
Abs~ Reas. ~53 .47 
1 
Num. Abil. • 50 I 
Comparison of Tables 8 and 9 shows considerably less varia-
bility in the intercorrelation coefficients for the girls 
than for the boys. According to these results, the individual 
... " ... ~ 
,;-·· 
girls appeared to be more homogeneous in the qualities 
measured by the sub-tests than did the boys. While- there 
appears to be little relationship between score on the 
Mechanical Reasoning test and most of the other tests in the 
battery among the boys, the relationship was fairly high 
among the girls. 
Table 9 shows that the correlations of the total score 
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with the sub-tests are in most cases considerably higher than 
between sub~tests. 
I 
Table 10. Intercorrelation Coef'f'icients between the Dif'fer-
ential .Aptitude Test Raw Score Results for ?5 
Ninth Grade Boys and Girls, Bigelow J"unior High 
School, Newton, Massachusetts. 
Verb~ Num. .Abs. · S:pace Mech~ :Cler. LU-I LU-II 
Test Reas. .Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas. S&.A Spell. Sent. ----~~~--~~~.,_~~~~~~;-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
.71 .78 .. 83 .. 46 .55 .78 
~52 ~62 .54 ~'22 ~34 
.52 ~43 .45 003 .25 I' 
.38 ~55 ~37 .12 
.22 .40 .54 
.52 .63 
.60 
Total D.AT .81 
LU-II Sent.~ 65 
LU-I· S:peli. • 59 
Cler~ S & .A~3? 
Mech. Reas •• 37 
S:pace Rel. ~ 64 
Abs. Reas. • 59 
Num. .Abil, •
1
69 
-------------~._--~----~------~----~------~---~~----~-----~1 
Table 10 shows the intercorrelation coefficients :for fue 
combined groups of' boys and girls. .As might be e:x:.pected., mosp 
of' the coef'ficients f'all between those found :fbr the separate 
groups. There are a f'ew exceptions, however, such as the 
coefficients between total score and. Verbal Reasoning or 
Space Relations. There is also a noticeable tenden9y :for 
the variability of the coeff'icients to decrease markedly_. 
The intercorrelation coefficients f'or the Worce.ster 
groups are f'ound in Tables 11, 12, and. 13. 
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Table 11. Intercorrelation Coefficients between the Differ-
ential Aptitude Test Raw Score Results for the- 22 
Ninth Grade Boys of Several Worcester,Massachuset s, 
~unior High Schools. 
Test 
Verb· Num~ Abs. Space Mech. Cler. LU-I LU-II 
Reas Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas S& A ~1 • Sent. 
Total DAT .34 
LU-II Sent. ~59 
LU-I Spell .... o& 
Cler. S &: A .16 
Mech. Reas~ ~47 
Space Rel. ~10 
Abs~ Reas. ;13 
Num. Abil. ~.08 
.43 .49 
;14 ;40 
~06 t-;13 
~ 20 ~ 22 
~24 ~39 
~31 • 28 
.22 
.63 
;41 
-;23 
;31 
.21 
.45 .28 
~ 5.7 ;18 
;34 -.20 
.18 
.08 
.16 
The difference between the results shown in Table 8 
.71 
and those shown in Table 11 are very interesting. Nega-
tive correlations as high as -.34 are found in Table 11, 
while all correlations in Table 8 are positive. Almost 
all of' the correlations in Table 11 are very considerably 
lower than those mown in Table 8. Apparently there is 
much less relationship among fue Worcester ooys in those 
qualities measured by the various sub-tests than among the 
Newton boys. 
Table 12. Intercorrelation Coe~~icients between the Di~~er­
ential Aptitude Test Raw Score Results·~or 49 
Ninth·Grade Girls o~ Several Worcester, Massachu-
setts, dttnior High Schoolse 
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Verb. Num.. Abs. Space Mech. Cler. LU-I LU-II 
Test Reas. Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas. S & A Spell. Sent • 
Total DAT .49 
LU-II Sent~ .53 
Lu-r·Spell. .33 
Cler; S & A -;16 
Mech. Reas. ~14 
Space Rel~ ;23 
Abs~ Reas~ ~ 25 
Num .. Abil. .12 
.34 
;37 
.17 
-;16 
-~06 
~20 
.18 
• 63 
.39 
;17 
;Ol 
~34 
.49 
• 55 .25 .• 13 .58 • 75 
,119 ~06 -~01 .60 
-~08 ~03 -.16 
;21 -.31 
.16 
The di~~erences between the results shown in Table 9 and 
those shown in Table 12 illustrate considerable di~~erence 
between.the Newton and Worcester girls. The correlations in 
Table 12 are very low, and there appears to be very little 
relationship between ihe sub-tests. It may again be noted, 
however, -that the highest correlations are between total 
score and the sub-test scores, and not between sub-tests in 
mosit cases. 
I 
Table 13. Intercorrelation Coefficients Between The Dif-
ferential Aptitude Test Raw Score Results for 
71 Ninth Grade Boys and Girls of Several Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, Junior High Schools 
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Test Verb. Num. Abs. Space Mech. Cler. LU-I LU-I I Reas. Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas. S & A Spel. Sent. 
Total DAT .46 • 36 .60 .58 .46 .12 .34 • 72 
LU-II Sent. .51 .30 .39 .24 .22 .03 .44 
LU-I Spell. .16 .07 .05 -.16 .01 -.35 
Cler. S & A -.22 -.06 .03 .15 .08 
Mech. Reas. .42 .13 .40 .24 
Space Rel. .20 .. 24 .42 
Abe. Reas. .24 .18 
Num. Abil. .11 
With few exceptions, the results in Table 13 show most 
of the correlations falling between those for the boys and 
those for the girls, as was to be,expected. The coefficient 
) 
between Clerical Speed and Accuracy and Language Usage-I: 
Spelling, shows a definite mega~ive relationship. This was 
interesting, as the combined Newton groups showed almost as 
,-, 
high a positive relationship.';~~~' 
' " It will be noted that in some c~es a wide range of 
'\ 
correlation coefficinets are fdtind among like correlations 
'>..---... -· 
in the various groups. ----T~his is due, a;t"~ast to some ex-
tent, to the small size o~i\f'in some gh~~p~.-,, A summary 
table, Table XIII, shet'ITing the median r•s will 'be found 
on page in the appendix. 
Because of the small N' s, th~ us_e of the"'s.:tandard error 
--.;;~·-.:. .. -
I 
I 
~ 
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Table 14. Inte:rcorrelation coefficients between 1:he Differential A:pti tude Test Raw 
Score Results for 62 Ninth Grade Boys of' the-Bigelow Junio:r·High School;' 
Newton, Massachusetts, and Several Worcester, Massachusetts, Junior High 
Schools 
Verb~ Num. · Abst~ S:paoe Mech~ Cler. LU-I LU-II 
Reas. Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas. S&A .Spell, Sent.· 
Test r trr ·r 9'r r trr r 61- r I' e'r r e-r r ffr r ff"r 
Tot·al DAT .62 .08 • 69 .07 .• 74 .06 .75 .06 .50 .09 .45 .10 .64 .os • 72 .06 
.. - . 
. ' 
LU-II Sent. • 53 .09 .47 .10 .63 .08 .44 .10 .36 .ll .14 .. 12 .54 .09 
.. 
LU-I SpelL .42 .10 • 50 .09 .36 .11 .40 .10 .04 .12 .• 14 .12 
Cler. S & .A. .14 .12 .43 .10 .57 .09 ~32 ~11 ~12 
Mech. Reas.l.43l.l0 I. 23 .12 .50 .10 .07 .12 
.. 
. . 
Space Rel. .47 .10 • 48 .10 .. 50 .10 
Abs. Reas. .46 .10 .58 .09 
-
Num. Abi1. .46 .10 
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Table 15. Intercorrelation Coefficients between the Differential Aptitude Test Raw· 
Score Results for 84 Ninth Grade Girls of the Bigelow Junior High School; 
Newton, Massachusetts, and Several Worcester, Massachusetts, Junior High 
Schools 
I Verb; 
Num. · Abst~ Space Mech~ Cler .• LU-I. LU-II 
Test Reas. . Abil. Reas. Rel • Reas. S&.A Spell. Sent. 
r err r O'r r efr r efr r err r 6'r r 6'r r 1 ff_r 
.. 
Total DAT .8'7 .03 .64 .06 .'70 .06 • 73 .05 .. 63 .07 .41 .09 • 64 .06 • 851 .03 
LU-II Sent .. .'78 .04 .58 .08 .54 .08 .. 49 .08 .44 .09 • 2'7 .10 • 631 • 0'7 
.. 
LU-I Spell. • 59 .0'7 • 3'7 .09 • 30 .10 • 20 .10 .27 .10 .05 J .11 
C1er. S & A .33 .10 .. 15 .11 • 20 .10 • 29 .10 .19 .10 
Mech. Reas. .50 .08 • 29 .10 .48 .08 .49 1.08 
Space Rel .• .56 .08 .43 .09 • 5'7 ~08 
Abs. Reas. .54 .os .431.09 
Num. Abi1. .68 .05 
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Table 16. Intercorrelation Coefficients ~etween the Differentiaili Aptitude Test Raw 
Score Results for 146 Ninth Grade Boys and Girls of the Bigelow Junior · 
High School, Newton, Massachusetts and Several Worcester, Massachusetts, 
Junior High Schools 
Verb. Num. Ab.st; Space Mech~ Cler. LU-I LU-II Test Reas. Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas. S&A Spell. Sent. 
r e'r r ffr r O'r r O"r r _e-:r r §'r r Q_r r e"r 
.. 
Total DAT .. 77 .03 .66 .,05 • 60 • 05 .74 .04 .54 .06 .41 .o7 • 60 .05 .79 .03 
.. 
LU-II Sent • • 56 .,06 .51 .06 .55 .06 .45 .07 .30 • 07 .24 .o? .58 .05 
LU-I Spell. • 39 .o? .4? .06 .28 .07 .26 .07 .08 .om . .01 .08 
Cler. S & A, -.06 .08 .25 .o? .31 .07 .28 .07 .04 .08 
.. 
Mech. Reas • • 3? .0? .28 • o? .48 .06 .44 .0? 
Space Rel. .44 .0? .45 .07 • 54 .06 
Abs. Reas. .39 .07 .49 .06 
Num. Abil. .48 .06 
of r was not valid, except for the combined cases of Wor-
1/ 
cester and Newton. According to Lindquist, the standard 
error of r should be used only with N'·s over 60. 
Tables 14, 15 and 16 show the intercorrelation co-
efficients and the standard errors of the coefficients for 
the combined Worcester and Newton groups. 
It is apparent from Tables 14, 15 and 16 that there 
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are definite relationships between the various sub-tests. 
Since this is the case, the factors measured by the various 
sub-tests must overlap somewhat, with the possible excep-
tion of Clenical Speed and Accuracy and Mechanical Reason-
ing. As might be expected, the range of the coefficients 
is considerably less than for the smaller groups. 
Statistical Description of the Criteria 
Tables 17, 18 and 19 show the central tendency and 
variability of each of the crlteria, i.e., Read General 
Science Test raw scores, and teachers' marks in General 
Science and English. 
The tables indicate quite clearly that the Newton 
Group has achieved somewhat more in General Science than 
has the ~~orcester group, as might be expected from the 
Otis DM IQ results. 
1/ E. F. Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1942, p. 192. 
Table 17. Central Tendency and Variability of Read General 
Science Test Raw Scores and Teachers' Marks in 
General Science B.Ild English (Reduced to Standard 
Scores) in the Ninth Grade of the Bigelow Junior 
High School, Newton, Massachusetts 
Group Criterion N Mean 6'm S.D. 
Boys Read General Science Test 40 43 •. 75 ~.70 ~0~58 
General Science Mark 40 50.00 1.60 10~00 
English Mark 40 50.00 1.60 10.00 
Girls Read General Science Test 35 37.86 1.90 11.05 
General Science Mark 35 50.00 1.72 1.0.00 
English Mark 35 50 •. 00 1.72 10.00 
Boys Read General Science Test 75 41.00 1.30 11 .. 20 
arid ... General Science Mark 75 50.00 1~16 10~00 
Gir1s Eng1ish Mark 75 50.00 1.16 10.00 
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Comparison of Tables 17, 18 and 19 shows a definite sex 
difference in the mean of the Read General Science Test raw 
score. An approx~ate six-point differential in favor of the 
boys is found in each case, though the Newton girls are some-
what more heterogeneous than the boys. 
Table 18. Central Tendency and Variability of Read General 
Science Test Raw Scor~'S' and Teachers' Final Marks 
in General Science and English {Reduced to Stand-
ard Scores) in the Ninth Grades of Several Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, Junior High Schools. 
Group Criterion N Mean Om S.D. 
Boys Read General Science Test 22 40.50 2.12 9.74 
General Science Mark 22 50.00 2.18 10 •. 00 
EngliSh Mark 22 so.oo 2.18 10.00 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 18. (co~cluded} 
Group Criterion N. Mean S.D .• 
Girls Read General Science Test 49 33~82 1~19 8~23 
General Science Mark 49 50~00 1.44 10.00 
En.gli sh Mark 49 50.00 1.44 10.00 
Boys Read General Science Test 71 35~88 1~11 9~26 
and. General Science Mark 71 50~00 1~20 10.00 
Girls English Mark 71 50.00 1.20 10.00 
Table 19. Central Tendency and Variability of Read General 
Science Test-Raw Scores and Teachers' Final Marks 
in General Science and English (Reduced to Stand-
ard Scores}· in the Ninth Grades of· Bigelow J'"unior 
High School, Newton, Massachusetts, and Several 
Worcester, Massachusetts, J'"unior High Schools 
Group 
··Boys 
Girls 
Girls 
and 
Boys 
Criterion N Mean em S.D. 
Read General Science Test 62 42~60 1~33 10~40 
General Science Mark 62 50.00 1~28 lo.oo 
English Mark 62 50.00 1.28 10.00 
Read General Science Test 84 35~50 1•15 10•45 
General Science Mark 84 50~00 1•10 10.00 
English Mark 84 50.00 1.10 10.00 
Read General Science Test 146 38~52 0~88 10• 61 
General Science Mark 146 50~00 0.83 10.00 
English Mark 146 50.00 0.83 10.00 
Correlation of the Differential Aptitude Test 
Scores With Read General. Science Test Scores 
Table 20 gives the r's for each group tested between 
. - . 
the raw scores of' each of' the Dif'f'erentia1 Aptitude Tests 
and the raw scores of' the Read General Science Test. St.an-
. 49 
' - -
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Table 20. g:rre1ation Coefficients between Differential Aptitude Test Raw Scores and Read 
·. naral So~enoe Test Raw Scores; and between Otis DM I~•s and Read General Sci-
ence Test Raw Scores for All ~roups Used in This Study 
Group N Otis Verb. Num. · Abst; Space Mech~ 01er. LU-I LU-II Total 
DM I.Q, Reas. .Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas. S&A Spell. Sent. DAT 
r !h' r GT r er r e-r r o-r r e-r r o-r r er r 01:- r 6T 
Newton 
Bo" 40 ~53 ;58 ~48 ~76 ;48 ;33 ;28 ;54 ;62 ~71 
Girls 35 .38 .,74 .53 .37 .. 52 .46 .,32 .46 .. 60 .70 
Boys 
and 
Girls 75 .45 .64 .48 .53 • 59 .52 .18 .35 .46 .63 
Worces-
ter 
Boys 22 .; 72 ~48 ;03 ; 27 ;29 ~ 29 -;ol ~18 ~58 .47 
Girls 49 .. 73 ~50 .21 .38 • 30 1-.07 -.32 .53 .. 68 • 56 
Boys 
and ... 
Girls 71 • 71 55 .14 • 37 .31 .35 1-.28 .30 • 61 .55 
!Newton 
and 
IWorces-
ter ' .. . . 
Boys 62 ; 62 .08 ~56 ~09 ~38 ~11 • 59 ~09 .. 43 ;10 ;50 ~09 ; 21 ;12 .44 ~10 ; 50 ;OS ~ 64 ~08 Girls 84 .83 .03 .69 .06 .40 .09 .38 .. 09 .44 .09 .40 .09 .01 .11 .41 .09 • 51 .07 • 60 .07 
Boys 
and . . . 
Girl sf f4:6 .72 .04 .45 .07 .41 .07 .48 .06 .45 .07 .54 .06 .02 .08 .35 .07 • 55 .06 .63 .05 
dard errors or r are shown for the combined results. In-
cluded also in the table are the r's between the Otis DM 
IQ,~ s and the raw scores of' the Read General Science Test. 
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According to Table 20, the best single preaictor :ror 
Newton is the Total DAT, closely followed by Verbal Reason-
ing. The best predictor for Worcester is the Otis DM IQ., 
closely followed by Language Usage-II: Sentences. For the 
combined groups, the best predictor is the Otis DM IQ,, With 
the Total DAT a close second. 
It will be noted that only in the ease o-r the Newton 
Group do any or the Differential Aptitude Test scores show 
higher correlation with the criterion than does the Otis 
DM IQ,. Further, those tests or the battery, i.e., Verbal 
Reasoning, Abstract Reasoning, and both Language Usage 
tests, which tend to measure those dimensions or behavior 
measured by a general intelligence test also tend to cor-
relate highly with the criterion. As might be expected, the 
scores on the total battery tended to correlate quite well 
with the criterion. 
Multiple Correlations 
According to Tables 14 and 20, it would seem that the 
pairs of Differential Aptitude Tests Which ~uld tend to 
correlate most highly Wi. th the criterion fbr the total group 
or boys would be: Mechanical Reasoning and Language Usage-I: 
5J. 
Spelling, Mechanical Reasoning and Space Relations, Clerical 
Speed and Accuracy and Language Usage-II: Sentences, and 
Mechanical Reasoning and Total DAT score, since they have 
relatively low intercorrelations and reasonably high cor-
relations with the criterion. 
Table 21. Intercorrelation Coefficients o:f the Differential 
Aptitude Tests and Multiple Correlations o:f Se-
lected Pairs o:f Differential Aptitude Tests with 
Read General Science Achievement Test Raw Scores 
:for 62 Ninth Grade Boys o:f the Bigelow ~unior 
High School, Newton, Massachusetts, and Several 
Worcester, Massachusetts, ~unior High Schools 
Combinations Inter- r with R With 
o:f the DAT correlations Criterion Criterion Gain 
Mech. Reas. · :5o LU-I: Spell. .04 ~44 .65 .15 
Mech. Reas. 
.07 
..50 • 63 .13 Space Rel. 
.43 
Clerical 
.14 ;21 • 61 .01 LU-II: Sent. 
• 60 
Mech. Reas. .50 ~50 • 67 
.03 Total DAT 
.64 
Inspection o:f Table 21 shows that the beEt multiple 
predictors are Mechanical Reasohing and Total DAT. .How-
ever, almost as good are Mechanical Reasoning and Language 
Usage-I: Spelling, With a difference o:f only ~02. 
Bnstoo U n tversftY 
Schooi of Education 
Library 
.. 
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According to Tables 15 and 20, the pairs of d~ffer­
ential Aptitude Test scores which would tend to correlate 
most highly with the criterion for the total group of girls 
would be: Verbal Reasoning and L·anguage Usage-II: Sentences, 
Verbal Reasoning and Total DAT, Language Usage-II: Senten-
ces and Total DAT, and Verbal Reasoning and Mechanical 
Reasonip.g. 
Table 22 shows the multiple «errelation coefficients 
found for the above pairs. 
Table 22. Intercorrelation Coefficients of the Differ-
ential Aptitude Tests and Multiple Correlations 
or Selected Pairs of Differential Aptitude Tests 
With Read General Science Test Raw Scores for 
84 Ninth Grade·Girls of the Bigelow dunior High 
School; Newton, Massachusetts, and Several Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, dunior High Schools 
Combinations Inter- r with R with 
of the DAT correlations Criterion Criterion Gain 
Verb. Reas. · .78 • 69 .70 .01 
LU-II: Sent. .61 
Verb. Reas. .. 87 • 69 .71 .02 
Total DAT • 60 
LU-II: Sent. .85 .61 .62 .01 
Total DAT .60 
Verb.- Reas; .50 ;69 • 69 <.Ol 
Mech. Reas. .40 
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It is apparent from Table 22, that there is very little 
increase in predictive accuracy by the use or multiple cor-
relations. Maximum gain is only .02, hardly enough t:> make 
use or multiple predictors worthwhile. 
According to Tables 16 and 20, the pairs of' Differ-
ential Aptitude Test scores which would tend to correlate 
most highly With the criterion fOr the total group or boys 
and girls would be: Mechanical Reasoning and Language 
Usage-I: Spelling, Mechanical Reasoning and Language Usage-I~: 
Sentences, Mechanical Reasoning and Total DAT, and Abstract 
Reasoning and Language Usage-I: Spelling. 
Table 23 shows the multiple mrrelation coe:t'f'icients 
round f'or the above pairs~ 
Table 23. Intercorrelation Coe:t'f'icients of' the Di:ff'erential 
Aptitude Tests and Multiple Correlations or Se-
lected Pairs of' Di:t"f'eren tial Aptitude Tests with 
Read General Science Test Raw Scores :t'or 146 Ninth 
Grade Boys and·Girls of' the Bigelow dunior High 
School; Newton, Massachusetts, and Several Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, dunior High Schools 
Combinations Inter- r with R w:tth 
of' the DAT correlations Criterion Criterion Gain 
Mech. Reas. · .08 ~54 .62 .08 
LU-I: Spell. .35 
., 
Mech. Reas.· .30 ~54 • 67 .12 
LU-II: Sent. .55 
Mech. Reas. .54 .54 .67 .04 
Total DAT .63 
Abst. Reas. · .28 ~48 .52 .04 
T.TT- T • c::!......,..,, 1'71::'. 
-
According to Table 23, the best multiple predictors 
are Mechanical Reasoning and Language Usage-II: Sentences, 
and Mechanical Reasoning and Total DAT. 
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Correlation of the Differential Aptitude Test Raw Scores With 
Teachers' Final Marks 
Tables 24 and 25 give the r's fbr each group tested 
between the raw scores of each of the Differential Aptitude 
Tests and the teachers' final marks (reduced to Standard 
Scores). Included also in the tables are ihe r's between 
the Otis DM np s and the teachers' final marks. 
It is interesting to note that on the whole the Otis 
DM IQ shows about as high correlation With teachers' marks 
as do any or the Differential Aptitude Tests. 
There are undoubtedly many factors other thsn achieve-
ment that enter into most teachers' marks. With this in 
mind, a comparison or Tables 20 and 24 shows some signif-
icant differences. For example, for the total group of 
girls, the Otis DM IQ correlates .84 With Read General 
Science Test raw scores, but only .30 with ~eachers' marks 
in general science. Also, for the total group of girls, 
the Total DAT correlates .60 With Read General Science Test 
raw scores, but only .33 with teachers' marks in general 
science. Almost without exception correlations are mark-
edly higher between predictors and Read General Science 
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Table 24. Correlation Coefficients between Difrerential Aptitude Test Raw Scores and 
Teachers' Final Marks in General Science (Reduced to Standard Scores), and 
between Otis DM IQ's and Teachers' Final Marks in General Science (Reduced to 
Standard Scores) for All Groups Used in This Study 
Group N Otis Verb~ Num. Abst~ Space Meoh~ Cler. LU-I LU-II Total 
DM IQ Reas .. Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas. S&A Spell. Sent. DAT 
r re--r r err r 6'r r er.r r err r O"r r e'r r . e"r r err r taT' 
~ewton 
Boys 40 • 63 .59 ~63 .54 • 60 ~28 ~46 ~53 ~58 ~ 69 
Girls 35 .. 58 .79 .64 .,41 .33 .34 .54 .49 :55 • 67 
Boys 
and 
Girls 75 • 64 .68 .62 .46 .51 .,36 .35 .42 .46 .64 
Worces1-
ter 
Boys 22 ~34 .13 .42 ~47 .24 ~18 ~50 •09 .34 ~50 
Girls 49 .35 .21 .20 • 22 .15 1-.07 .22 .29 .43 .42 
Boys 
and 
Girls 71 .32 .17 .29 .. 31 .19 .10 .32 .16 .41 .45 
Newton 
and 
WorceS!' 
ter 
Boys 62 .59 ~08 .42 ~10 .51 ~09 ~50 ~09 ~45 ~10 ~33 .,11 ~41 .10 ~39 ~10 .49 .. 09 • 60 ~08 
Girls 84 .30 .10 .34 .10 • 23 .. 10 .16 .. 11 .15 .. 11 .18 .. 10· .22 .10 .20 .10 .33 .10 .. 33 .10 
Boys 
and 
Girls tl46 .42 .07 .23 .07 .36 .07 .. 29 .. 07 .29 .07 .24 .07 .29 .07 .25 .07 .38 .07 .45 .07 
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~able 25. Correlation Coefficients between Differential Aptitude Test Raw Scores and 
Teachers' Final Marks in English (Reduced 1D Standard Scores}, and between Otis 
DM IQ,' s and Teachers' Final Marks in English {Reduced tn Standard Scores), for 
All Groups Used in This Study 
-
Group N Otis Verb; Num. Abst~ Space Mech. Cler~ LU-I . LU-II Total 
DM IQ Reas. Abil. Reas. Rel. Reas. S&A Spell. Sent. DAT 
r crr r err- r I O"r r O"'r r e'r r rrr r err 1 r 61- r 6'r I r 01-
~ewton .. 
Boys 40 ~45 ~54 • 73 ~49 ~54 ~05 ;39 ~ 60 ~60 ~ 67 
Girls 35 .47 .65 .39 .38 .22 .37 .39 .46 ~48 • 57 
Boys 
and - . 
Girls 75 .. 52 • 59 .53 .44 .42 .ol .48 • 53 • 59 .62 
IWorces 
ter 
Boys 22 ~39 ~12 ~48 ~18 ~51 ~14 ~53 ~22 ;33 .45 
Girls 49 .42 .06 .15 .01 -.11 -.31 .07 .15 .36 .15 
Boys 
and 
Girls 71 .54 .09 .29 .08 .13 -.08 .32 .01 .38 .28 
Newton 
and 
Worceso. 
ter .. 
Boys 52 ~75 .06 ;48 ~10 ~ 68 ~07 ~45 ;10 ~55 ;09 .22 ~12 ; 57 •og ;36 .11 ~56 ~09 ~65 ~08 
Girls 84 • 50 .. 08 .45 .09 .34 .10 .25 .10 .13 .11 .14 .11 .23 .10 .29 .10 .47 .o8 .41 ~09 
1 Boys 
• and . . .. 
1 Girls ~46 .55 .. 06 • 27 .07 .45 .. 07 .28 ,o? • 29 .o? .04 .o8 .41 .07 .30 .07 .51 .06 .48 .05 
Test raw scores than between predictors and teachers' 
marks in general science. Correlations between predictors 
and teachers' marks in English are considerably higher 
than between predictors and teachers' marks in general 
science. The Otis Dl\II IQ. woUld seem to provide excellent 
prediction f'or the boys, as it correlates .. 75 With 
teachers' marks in English. 
Summary of' Results 
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In general, it may be said that the group used in this 
study was quite similar to the norm group used in the stand-
ardization of' the Differential Aptitude Tests. Further, 
the Dif':f'erential Aptitude Tests are f'airly good predictors 
of' success in the Read General Science Test, but are poor 
predictors f'or teachers' marks in general science and English. 
Finally, the Otis DM IQ. is as g:>od or a better predictor 
of' success in most cases than any of' the Differential Ap-
titude Tests. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of Study and Implications of Results 
Restatement of problem.-- 'fhe aim of this study was to 
obtain further validation data on the Differential Aptitude 
Tests in relation to success or failure in English and gen-
eral science as offered in the ninth grade of the Worcester 
and Newton junior high schools. 
summm of fi'indings .. -- The study was run on 62 boys and 
84 girls of the Bigelow Junior High School 1 Jiewton., Massachu-
setts, B.ndlaevlirglh. Worcester, Massachusetts, junior high 
schools. Differential Aptitude Tewt results were correlated 
with Read General Scoence Test raw scores and teachers• 
marks (reduced to standard Scores) in English and general 
science. For the sake of comparison, Otis DM IQ's were also 
correlated with the Read Test and with teachers' marks. The 
results may be summarized as follows: 
1. The study group compared quite favorably with the 
group used in_determining the norms for the Differ-
ential Aptitude Tests. With the exception of Space 
Relations and Mechanical Reasoning, the mean of the 
boys in the study group was slightly above that of 
the norm group in each case.. The study group, how= 
=58-
.. . 
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ever, tended to be somewhat more homogeneous than the 
nor.m group. With the exception of Space Relations, 
the mean of the girls in the study group was slightly 
below that of the norm group in each e.ase, although 
~h~ s~udy group tended to be somewhat more hetero-
geneous than the norm group. 
2. Some of the intercorrelation coefficients of the 
Differential Aptitude Tests covered a wide range for 
the various groups. This may be accounted for by the 
low N's for some groups. Generally speaking, the 
coefficients for both sexes tended to be fairly close 
to those found for the norm groups. 
3. The correlation coefficients between the Differential 
Aptitude Test raw scores and the Read General Science 
Test raw scores show a slight increase when combined. 
R's of .61 - .• 67 for boys and .62 - .71 for girls 
are obtainable by use of the correct pairs of Differ-
ential Aptitude Tests. 
4. Correlation coefficients between Differential Aptituru 
Test raw scores and teachers' final marks in general 
science show that prediction is much poorer than for 
results on the Read Test. Considerably higher cor-
relations are found with English grades. 
5. Correlation coefficients between Otis DM IQ 1s and 
teachers' final marks in English and general science 
and Read General Science Test raw scores are as 
high or higher than between Differential Aptitude 
Test raw scores and the above criteria. 
Implications.-- The general conclusion seems to be 
that the differential Aptitude Tests, l<Thether used singly 
or in combination, are no better predictors of success in 
ninth grade English or general science than is a general 
intelligence test of the Otis type. It is also apparent 
that little improvement in prediction may be had by se-
lecting multiple predictors from among the Differential 
Aptitude Tests. 
1. It was assured that teachers marked uniformly and 
accurately, which undoubtedly w-as not the case. 
This was partially compensated for by reducing 
teachers' marks to standard scores. 
2. It was assured that the quanti.ty and quality of 
teaching were the same for each groupe 
3. There are numerous other limitations: variability 
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of motivation, varying absences on the part of 
different students, varying socio-economic factors, ., · 
and varying extra-curricular activities, to men-
tion a few. 
Suggestions for.Further Study 
There are several possibilities for further study, not 
only problems stemming from this study, but also further 
work on the Differential Aptitude Tests themselves. 
1. Further validation of the Differential Aptitude 
Tests should be made in many more subjects and 
with larger N's. 
2. The possibility of redesigning the Differential 
Aptitude Tests deserves consideration~ No con-
sistently high prognostic values have been ob-
tained with the test in its present form. 
3. Using the test results of this study, a follow-up 
study might be made of the students who continued 
with physics or chemistry courses. Extensions 
of Differential Aptitude Test data might be more 
fruitful than short-range data. 
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Table I. Central Tendency and Variability o~ Ninth Grade 
Students o~ the Bigelow dunior High School, 
Newton, Massachusetts 
62 
I -Boys Girls Boys & Girls Tests Is. D. Mean N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N 
Otis IQ. ••• 106.73 12.22 33 109.'78 20 .. 47 27 107.75 11.97 60 
Verb. 
C1l Reas •••. 20.62 8.88 40 U3l.86 9.65 35 21.20 8.95 75 
(!) Nu:m. ~ Abil ••• 19.50 9.88 40 19.71 8.14 35 19.60 9.10 75 0 
0 Abst~ l1.l Reas ••• 2'7 .. 38 9.18 40 28.86 9,.72 35 28.05 9.50 75 
Space 
40 ~ Rel.~ •• 39.25 23.31 40.57 24.02 35 39.54 23.60 75 Mech. · 
-~ Reas ••• 31.00 13.36 40 22.14 9.22 35 26.87 11.15 75 Cler.;.. 
ical ••• 49.12 12.14 40 56.86 8.98 35 52.73 12.40 75 
LU-I .. 
~ Spell •• 34.50 25.76 40 46.00 22.95 35 40.36 24.75 75 
1=1 LU-II · 
Sent ••• 26.62 13.39 40 36.57 15.74 35 31.27 15.60 75 
·Total.DAT 
Score •••• 24'7.50 88.26 40 271.07 85.32 35 258.50 88.40 75 
Read Raw· 
Score •••• 43.75 10.58 40 37.86 11.05 35 41.00 11.20 75 English·· 
Mark.~ ••• 50.00 10.00 40 50.00 10 .. 00 35 50.00 10.00 75 
Science 
Mark ••••• 50.00 10.00 40 50.00 10.00 35 50.00 10.00 75 
. 
.... ,. __ ; ...... :A.~.;:~~-'' 
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Table II. Central Tendency and Variability o~ Ninth Grade 
Students or. Several Worcester, Massa6husetts, 
J"unior High Schools 
Boys I Girls I Boys & Girls Tests I S.D., N I Mean I s.D.j N j Mean I S.D., Mean N 
Otis IQ. ••• 107.05 8.41 22 100.58 10.34 49 102 .. 60 10.67 71 
vero. 
Reas •••• 18.59 5.98 22 14.14 5.89 49 15.52 6.58 71 
C1l Num. 
Q) Abil~ ••• 13.36 7.10 22 12.71 6.06 49 12.92 6.41 71 ~ 
0 Abst. 
0 Reas •••• 22.00 10.44 22 18.84 11.19 49 19.82 11.06 71 !Zl 
Space· 
Rel ••••• 32Z22. '21 .. 07 22 28.02 17.02 49 29.32 18.56 71 
~ Mech. · Reas ..... 31.32 9.20 22 18.94 8.91 49 22.29 12 .. 22 71 p:j 
C1er~ · · · 
ical •••• 42.91 11.24 22 49.45 13.02 49 47.42 12.86 71 
LU-I 
~ Spell ••• 34.50 16.70 22 30.78 19.31 49 32.50 18.92 71 ~ LU-II· . 
Sent ••• 24.27 8.4~ 22 23 .• 64 13.12 49 23.83 11.88 71 
Total DAT 
Score ••••• 218.68 53.14 22 195.40 55.76 49 202.62 56.02 71 
Read Raw·· 
Score ••••. 40.50 9.74 22 33.82 8.23 49 35.88 9.26 71 
English· 
Mark ....... 50.00 10.00 22 50.00 10.00 49 50.00 10.00 71 
Science·· · 
Mark •••••• 50.00 10.00 22 50.00 10.00 49 50.00 10.00 71 
l 
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Table III. Central Tendency and Variability of Ninth Grade 
Students of the Bigelow dunior High School, · 
Newton, Massachusetts, and Several Worcester, 
Massachusetts, Junior High Schools 
Boys Girls Boys & Girls 
Tests 
Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N 
Otis IQ, ••• 106.51 11.31 55 103.84 11.29 76 104.96 11.38 131 
v ~.r:u. 
Reas •••• 19.90 8.30 62 17.24 8.20 84 18.92 7.87 146 
Ol Num. 
<D Abil •••• 17.32 9.46 62 15.63 7.80 84 16 .. 35 8.59 146 f.{ 
0 Abst~ · · · () Reas •••• 25.47 9.98 62 23.01 11.70 84 24.06 11.07 146 tr.l 
Space 
Rel.~ ••• 36.76 23.16 62 33.13 21.31 84 34.67 22.22 146 
~ Meoh~ · · · 
p:( Reas •••• 30.71 12.08 62 19.68 9.68 84 24.36 12.0'7 146 
Cler~· . 
ical •••• 46.92 12.20 62 52.54 12.08 84 50.15 12.44 146 
LU-I ... 
~ Sp>e11 ••• 34.50 22.96 62 37.60 22.38 84 36.59 22.44 146 A Lu..;rr· · · 
Sent •••• 25.79 11.94 62. 29.02 15.70 84 27.65 14.26 146 
Tota1.DAT 
Score ••••• ~37.60 78.82 62 226.92 79.06 84 231.32 79.14 146 
Read Raw·· .. 
Score ••••• 42.60 10.40 62 35.50 10.45 84 38.52 10.61 146 
English· .. 
Mark •••••• 50.00 10.00 62 50.00 10.00 84 50.00 10.00 146 
Science . . . 
Mark •••••• 50.00 10.00 62 50.00 10.00 84 50.00 10.00 146 
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Table IV. Correlation Coefficients for 40 Ninth Grade Boys of the Bigelow dunior High 
School, Newton, Massachusetts 
% Sci- Eng- Read Total DAT Raw· Scores ence lish Raw DAT LU-II LU-I Cler- Mech~ Space Abst. Num• · Verb. Test ~ark Mark Score Score Sent. Spell ical Reas. Rel. Reas. Abil. Reas. 
Otis IQ,* .63 .45 .53 .87 .47 .41 .. 47 .38 .17 .72 .46 .36 
-
Verb. Reas. .• 59 .,54 • 58 .70 ' .51 .56 • 22 .32 .62 • 60 • 57 
m Num. Abii. .63 
<I> 
.73 .48 .74 .56 .64 .46 .17 .53 .. 71 
F-1 
0 Abst. Reas. .54 .49 .76 .88 .76 .60 .73 .46 .62 0 
t7.l ,. ' 
Space Rel. .60 .54 .48 .82 .46 .62 .30 .45 
'. 
~ Mech. Reas • • 28 .05 .33 .54 .22 .08 -.06 i ~ . 
Clerical .46 .39 .28 ., 50 .11 .19 -~ 
~ LU-I Spell. .53 .60 .54 .78 .63 A LU-II Sent. .58 .60 .62 .73 
Total DAT 
Score • 69 • 67 .71 
Read Raw 
Score .66 • 56 
English Mark .78 ,_. 
*N - 33 
-
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Table v. Correlation Coefficients 1br 35 Ninth Grade Girls of the Bigelow dunior High 
School, Newton, Massachusetts 
X Sci- Eng- Read Total DAT Raw .Scores. ence lish Raw DAT LU-II LU-I · Cler- Mech~ Space Abst. Num. · Verb~ Mark Mark Score Score Sent. Spell .ical Reas. Rei. Reas. Abil. Reas. t 
.. 
Otis IQ,* .58 .47 .38 .92 .59 .49 .48 .61 .60 • 68 .• 38 .70 
.. 
Verb. Reas. .79 .. 65 .74 .76 .78 .68 .56 .. 46 .56 .. 53 .50 
l'll Num. Abil. .64 • 39 .53 .70 .60 .46 .30 .31 .44 .47 (J) 
F-1 
.. .. . . 
0 Abst. Reas • • 41 .38 .37 ,.()(l .53 .32 .2g .3rJ .55 -0 
l1.l 
Space Rei. .33 .22 .52 .78 .34 .32 .35 • 60 
~ 
a1 Mech. Reas. .34 .37 .. 46 .66 .58 .34 .18 
CCi .. 
Clerical .54 .39 ,.32 .62 ~48 .43 
~ LU-I Spell. .49 .46 .46 .74 .65 
A LU-II Sent. .55 .48 • 60 .88 
Total DAT 
Score .67 .57 • 70 
Read Raw· 
Score .62 .46 
English Mark .68 
*N : 27 
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Table VI. Correlation 6oeffioients for 75 Ninth Grade Boys and Girls of the Bigelow I 
dunior High School, Newton, Massachusetts I 
%. I Sci- Eng- Read Total D .AT·· 'RaW· ·S- c o r e s ence lish Raw DAT LU-II LU;..I Cler- Mech; Space .Abst. Num. Verb~ r:cest Mark Mark Score Soore Sent. Spell ioal Reas. Rei. Reas·: . .Abil. Reas. I 
.. . . 
Otis IQ,* • 54 .52 .45 .95 .57 ."49 .51 • 50 .52 .92 .48 .55 
. . .. 
Verb. Reas .58 • 59 .54 -.81 .55 • 59 .3? .3? .54 .59 .59 
tn .. .. 
(J) Num. Abil. .52 .55 .48 .?1 .52 .52 .38 .22 .52 • 50 t-1 
0 
C) 
11.1 
.Abst. Reas .45 .44 • 53 .?8 .. 62 .43 .55 .40 .63 . 
. . . . 
Space Rel. .51 .42 .59 .83 .54 .. 45 .3? .54 
~ .. 
~ Mech. Reas .36 - .. 01 • 52 .46 .. 22 .03 -.12 
.. 
Clerical .,35 .48 .18 .55 ..34 .25 
~ .. 
: 
LU-I Spell .42 .53 .35 .70 .62 A 
LU-II Sent .46 • 59 .• 46 .78 
Total D.AT 
Score • 64 .62 .. 63 
Read Raw .. ... 
Score • 65 .35 
English Mark .61 
*N = 60 
Table VII. Correlation Coefficients for 22 Ninth Grade Boys of several Worcester, 
Massachusetts, Junior High Schools 
~ Sci- Eng- Read Total DAT RAW SCORES ence lish Raw DAT LU-II LU-I Cler- Mech~ Space Abst~ Num. Mark Mark Score Score Sent. Spell ical Reas .. Rel. Reas. Abi1. t 
Otis IQ, .34 .39 .. 72 .47 .,64 -.42 .,13 .21 .. 58 .,17 .. 10 
Verb., Reas. .13 .,12 .48 .34 .,59 -.03 
-·16 .47 .10 .13 .08 
m Num. Abil., .,42 .48 l03 .43 .14 .,06 .20 .. 24 .,31 .,22 Q) 
F-l 
0 Abst. Reas. .47 .18 .27 .49 .40 -:.13 .,22 .39 .28 C) 
tf.l 
Space Re1. .24 .,51 .. 29 .63 .41 -.23 .31 .21 
~ Mech. Reas. .18 .14 .29 t.45 .57 -.34 .18 p:: 
Clerical .50 .53 - .• 01 .28 .18 -.20 
~ LU-I Spell. .. 09 - .. 22 .18 .. 08 .16 A 
LU-II Sent. .34 .33 .58 .. 71 
Total DAT 
Score .50 .46 .47 
ReaEl Raw Score .26 .06 
English Mark .54 
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Verb; 
Reas. 
-.'02 
i 
Table VIII. Correlation Coefficients ror 49 Ninth Grade Girls or Several Worcester, 
Massachusetts, ~unior High Schools 
Test Sci- Eng- Read Total 
ence 1ish Raw DAT LU-I 
Test Mark Mark Score Score Sent. 
69 
otis IQ;:~ .35 .42 .73 .55 .77 .63 -.39 .3-5 .21 ~.oe I .1s 1 _,29 
Verb. Reas. .21 .08 .50 .49 .53 .33 -.16 .14 .23 • 25 .12 
~ INum. Abi1. I .20 I .15 I • 21 I • 34 I • 37 I .171-.161-.oe I .2o I .18 
F-1 
0 S I Abst. Reas •• 22 .01 .38 ... 63 .39 I .17 I .. 011 .34 I .49 
Space Rel. .. .15 - .. 11 .30 .55 .19 I -.os I .21 I .16 
!!= gJ Me•h. Reasr~o7 -.31 -.o7 .25 .osl ~o3 1 -.31 
Clerical .22 .07 -.32 .13 -.01 -.,16 
~ LU-I Spell •• 29 I .16 I • 53 I • 58 I • 60 
1=1 I LU-II Sent., •. 43 I .36 / • es I • 75 
Total DAT 
Score .42 .15 I .56 
Read Raw Score .32 .27 
English Mark • I, f/55 
' 
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Table IX. Correlation Coefficients for 71 Ninth Grade Boys and Girls of Several Worces-
ter, Massachusetts, Junior High Schools 
~ Sci- Eng-· Read Total DAT Raw ·Scores ence lish Raw DAT LU~II LU-I Cler- Mech. Space Abst. Num. Verb~ Test Mark Mark Score Score Sent. Spell ical Reas • Re1. Reas. Abi1. Reas. 
Otis I~ .32 .54 • 71 .52 • 69 .10 -.30 .39 .32 ;.03 .13 .25 
Verb. Reas • • 17 .09 .55 .46 .51 .16 -.22 .42 • 20 .24 .11 
f1.l 
Q) Num. Abil. .29 • 29 .14 .36 .. 30 .07 -.06 .13 .24 .18 ~ 
0 
C) Abst. Reas. .31 .08 .37 • 60 .39 .05 .03 .40 .42 tr.l 
) 
Space Rela. .19 .13 .31 .58 .24 -.16 .15 .. 24 
~ Mech. Reas. .10 -.08 .35 .46 .22 .01 -.08 p:j 
Clerical .32 .32 -.28 .12 -·~3 -.35 
~ A LU-I Spell. .16 .01 .. 30 .34 .44 
LU-II Sent. ~41 .38 .61 .72 
Total DAT .. 
Score .45 .28 • 55 
Read Raw Score .29 .21 
English Mark .61 
' 
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Table X$ Correlation Coefficients for 62 Ninth Grade Boys of the Bigelow Junior High 
School, Newton, Massachusetts, and Several Worcester, Massachusetts, J"unior 
High Schools 
.. 
~ Sci- Eng- Read Total D AT Raw S c o r e s enc.e' lish Raw DAT LU-II LU-I Cler~ Mech .. Space Abst. Num. •. Verb~-Mark Mark Score Score S~nt., Spell ical Reas. Rel. Reas. Abil. Reas. t 
Ot s IQ.* • 59 .75 .62 .74 .54 .28 .44 .. 31 .48 .. 72 .40 .,33 
Verb. Reas, .42 .48 • 56 • 62 .53 .42 .14 .43 .47 .46 .46 
-·· 
.. 
m Num. Abil. .51 .68 .38 • 69 .. 47 .50 .43 .23 .• 48 .58 
Q) 
~ Abst. Reas$ .50 .45 .59 .74 .. 63 .36 .57 .50 .50 0 
0 
rf.l Space Rel • .45 .; 56 .43 .75 .44 .40 .. 32 .07 
. ~ Mech. Reas .. .. 33 .22 .5o .50 .36 .04 .13 
P=l 
Clerical .41 .57 .21 .45 .14 .04 
8 LU-I Spell. .39 .36 .44 .64 .54 ~ ~ .. . . 
LU-II Sent. .49 .56 .60 .72 
Total DAT 
Score .60 .66 .64 
Read Raw Scor e .,50 .49 
English Mark .75 
. ' 
*N =55 
.. 
. 
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Table XI. Correlation Coefficients :roe 84 Ninth Grade Girls of· the Bigelow Junior High 
School, Newton, Massachusetts, and Several Worcester, Massachusetts, Junior 
High Schools 
l ~ Sci- Eng- Read Total !D AT Raw Scores ence lish Raw DAT LU-II LU-I Cler- Mech~ Space Abst~ Num. · jVerb. · Test . ~ark Mark Score Score Sent. Spell ~ical Reas. Rel. Reas. Abil. Reas. 
Otis IQ,* .30 .50 .83 .77~ .75 .42 -.23 .35 .45 .31 .38 .·57 
Verb. Reas. .34 .45 • 69 .87 .78 .59 .33 .50 .56 .54 • 68 
til Num. Abil. .23 .34 .40 .64 .58 .37 .,15 • 29 .,43 .43 
(!) 
~ Abst. Rea'S. ~16 .25 .38 .70 .54 .30 .20 .48 ~57 0 
0 
rr.l Space Rel. .15 .lli3 .44 .73 .49 .20 .29 .49 
~ Mech. Reas. .18 .14 .40 .63 .44 .27 .19 
p:j 
Clerical .22 .23 . '.01 .41 .27 .,06 
~ A LU-I Spell .. • 20 • 29 .41 .64 .63 
LU-II Sent • • 33 .47 .61 .85 
Total DAT 
Score .33 .41 • 60 
Read Raw Scor_e .34 .35 
English Mark .48 
*N = 76 
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Table XII. Correlation Coef'ficients for 146 Ninth. Grade Boys- and Girls of' the Bigelow 
dunior High School, Newton, Massachusetts, and Several Worcester, Massaaku~ 
sette; dunio~ Hi~h Schools · 
I 
~ # Sci- Read Total DAT RAW SCORES Eq.g;, enoe lish Raw DAT LU-I I LU-r Cler- Mech~_ Space Abst~ Num.· Verb. v.rark Mark Score Score Sent. Spel .ical Reas. Rel. Reas. Abil. Reas. -
Otis IQ* .42 • 55 .-72 .79 .66 ~34 .14 ~38 .47 .·47 ~39 .47 
Verb~ Reas.' ~23 :27 ~45 .77 .56 ~-39 -.,06 - ~37 :44 .39 ~48 
Ol Num~ Abil. ~36 .45 .41 .-66 .51 ~47 ~25 ~28 .45 .49 ()) 
~ Abst~ Reas. ~48 ~50 0 .29 .28 .55 .28 ~31 .48 .54 0 
l1.l 
Space Rel. • .29 ~29 ;45 .74 ~45 ~26 ~28 ~44 
~ Mech; R.eas. ~24 ~04 ~54 ;54 ;3o .08 ;o4 p:: 
~41 
-
Clerical .29 ~02 ;41 ~24 ~01 
--
.. 
;25 ;3o ;35 ~ LU-I Spell. ;60 .58 A - - ~38 ;51 :55 LU-II Sent. .79 
Total DAT Scor 19!45 .48 !63 
Read Raw Score .41 .30 
English Mark .57 
'· 
*N : 131 
-
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Table XIII. Median Correlation Coefficients.for Total Nine Sub-groups of the Study 
~ Sci..: Eng- Read Total DAT Raw Scores ence lish Raw DAT LU-II LU-I Cler- Mech. Space Abst. Num. · iLerb. Test Mar~ Mark Score Score Sent. Spell ical Reas. Rel. Reas. Abil. Reas. 
otis ·IQ .42 ;.50 ~71 .77 ~64 .42 .39 .• 38 .47 .42 .38 .35 
Verb. Reas. .34 .45 • 56 .70 ' .56 .. 42 4>14 .42 .47 .46 .48 
11.) 
(J) Num. Abil. .42 .48 .40 .66 .51 .46 . 4> 25 .23 .45 .47 f.! 
0 
0 Abst. R.eas • • 41 .28 .38 • 57 .54 .30 .22 .40 .54 !1.l ' 
.. ' 
Space Rel. .29 .29 .44 .74 .44 .26 .30 .44 
t Mech. Reas • • 24 .05 .40 .,50 .30 .04 .12 
·' ~ 
Clerical· .35 .39 .02 .41 .18 .04 
~ A LU-I Spell .. ,29 • 30 .• 41 ;,64 .60 
LU-II Sent. .,43 .48 .61 .75 
' 
Total DAT ' . 
Score • 50 .48 .63 
Read Raw 
Score .. 41 .. 35 ! 
' I 
English Mark .e1 I 
II 
''' ~ 
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